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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In early September 2021, U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren sent a letter  to Andy Jassy, chief executive

oEcer of Amazon.com, demanding an “immediate review” of Amazon’s algorithms to weed out

books peddling “COVID misinformation,” stressing that Amazon’s sale of such books was

“potentially unlawful.”

Warren speciPcally singled out my book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” co-written with Ronnie

Cummins, founder and director of the Organic Consumers Association (OCA), as a prime

example of “highly-ranked and favorably-tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19

vaccines and cures” that she wanted banned.

“Dr. Mercola has been described as ‘the most in5uential spreader of coronavirus

misinformation online,” Warren wrote,  adding: “Not only was this book the top result

when searching either ‘COVID-19’ or ‘vaccine’ in the categories of ‘All Departments’ and

‘Books’; it was tagged as a ‘Best Seller’ by Amazon and the ‘#1 Best Seller’ in the ‘Political

Freedom’ category.

The book perpetuates dangerous conspiracies about COVID-19 and false and misleading

information about vaccines. It asserts that vitamin C, vitamin D and quercetin … can

prevent COVID-19 infection … And the book contends that vaccines cannot be trusted ...”

Warren Fancies Herself Above the Law

Warren should know that as a government oEcial, it is illegal for her violate the U.S. Constitution,

and pressuring private businesses to do it for her is not a legal workaround.

Since she willfully ignores the law, Cummins and I, along with our publisher, Chelsea Green

Publishing, and Robert F. Kennedy Jr., who wrote our foreword, are suing Warren, both in her

oEcial and personal capacities, for violating our First Amendment rights. The federal lawsuit, in

which Warren is listed as the sole defendant, was Pled in the state of Washington. As noted in our

complaint:

“Once upon a time, the First Amendment was understood to guarantee that books

challenging governmental orthodoxy could be sold without fear of governmental

intimidation or reprisal.

Almost sixty years ago, in Bantam Books v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58 (1963), the Supreme

Court held that state o^cials violated the First Amendment by sending letters to

booksellers warning that the sale of certain named books was potentially unlawful.

The ‘vice’ in such letters and in the ‘veiled threat’ of legal repercussions they

communicated, explained the Court, is that they allow government to achieve censorship

while doing an end-run around the judiciary, ‘provid[ing] no safeguards whatever against

the suppression of ... constitutionally protected’ speech, thus effecting an

unconstitutional ‘prior restraint.’

It made no difference that the o^cials who sent the letter lacked the ‘power to apply

formal legal sanctions’ — i.e., that the o^cials did not themselves have the power to

sanction or prosecute the booksellers in any way. Indeed this fact made the

unconstitutionality more apparent.

The o^cials ‘are not law enforcement o^cers; they do not pretend that they are qualiced

to give or that they attempt to give distributors only fair legal advice ... [T]hey acted ... not

to advise but to suppress.’

It also made no difference, the Court expressly found, that the letters were framed as

mere ‘exhort[ation]’ or that the booksellers were in theory ‘free’ to ignore the letters,

because the o^cials had ‘deliberately set about to achieve the suppression of

publications deemed ‘objectionable’,’ and ‘people do not lightly disregard public o^cers’

veiled threats.’

Today, certain members of the United States Congress have apparently forgotten, or think

they are above, the law set forth in Bantam Books.”

Warren’s Attack on Constitutionally Protected Speech

There’s no doubt our book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is constitutionally protected speech, and

that Warren’s letter is calling on Amazon to suppress protected speech.

In our book, we share viewpoints, ideas, opinions, veriPable facts and factual hypotheses that our

federal government just so happens to disfavor, as it counters their chosen narrative that SARS-

CoV-2 emerged naturally, cannot be prevented by any means other than experimental gene

therapy, and cannot be treated by any other means than certain experimental and exorbitantly

costly drugs.

Since the start of the pandemic, government has systematically sought to suppress the kind of

information shared in our book, using the same tactic as Warren used against us here — warning

Internet-based companies that if they don’t censor these views, the full weight of the

government’s wrath will be turned against them. As explained in our complaint:

“The term ‘vaccine misinformation’ as Warren uses it is propagandistic and false. As she

uses it, ‘vaccine misinformation’ refers to any speech challenging the safety and e^cacy

of the COVID vaccines, even when that speech consists of factually accurate information

or protected opinion ...

On September 10, 2021, as a direct result of Warren’s letter, a major national bookseller

chain, Barnes and Noble, noticed the publisher of The Truth About COVID-19 by email

that it would no longer sell the work as an e-book. Barnes and Noble has — for now —

reversed that decision.

It is impossible for Plaintiffs to know with certainty whether, as a result of Warren’s letter,

Amazon is now covertly demoting, downgrading, or otherwise suppressing The Truth

About COVID-19 in numerous ways that would be hidden from view, but Plaintiffs believe

that Amazon is in fact covertly taking such action.

Even if no bookseller in the country had yielded to Warren’s threats, her letter would still

be actionable as a clear violation of the First Amendment.

In Backpage.com, LLC v. Dart, 807 F.3d 229 (7th Cir. 2015) (Posner, J.), relying on Bantam

Books, the Court held that a governmental o^cial ‘violates a plaintiff’s First Amendment

rights’ if by ‘threat’ or ‘intimidation’ the o^cial attempts to induce ‘a third party’ to stop

‘publishing or otherwise disseminating the plaintiff’s message,’ and emphasized that

‘such a threat is actionable and thus can be enjoined even if it turns out to be empty —

the victim ignores it, and the threatener folds his tent.’

Such threats go ‘by the name of ‘prior restraint,’ and a prior restraint is the quintessential

crst-amendment violation.’ Accordingly, Plaintiffs ask this Court to vindicate clearly

established law, to vindicate Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights, to vindicate the First

Amendment itself, by declaring Warren’s conduct unconstitutional and by enjoining her

from repeating such conduct in future.”

Warren Calls Out ‘Misinformation’ With Misinformation

In our complaint, we also emphasize the fact that Warren’s claims of misinformation are

themselves misinformation. For example, Warren claims our book falsely “asserts that ... vitamin

D ... can prevent COVID-19 infection.” According to Warren, this claim has no scientiPc basis. This

is clearly and veriPably false as there are many studies, published in 2020 and 2021, supporting

this claim.

“ A recent systematic review of the literature
concluded that ‘blood vitamin D status can
determine the risk of being infected with COVID-
19, seriousness of COVID-19, and mortality from
COVID-19. Therefore, maintaining appropriate
levels of Vitamin D through supplementation or
natural methods ... is recommended for the public
to be able to cope with the pandemic.’”

For example, in May 2021, the National Institutes of Health’s website, PubMed.gov, published a

Journal of Medical Virology article titled “Vitamin D DePciency Is Associated With COVID-19

Positivity and Severity of the Disease.”  Many other scientiPc articles have also linked vitamin D

dePciency with a higher risk of COVID infection, more severe outcomes and increased rates of

death.

Indeed, a recent systematic review  of the literature, posted on the U.S. National Library of

Medicine, which is another National Institutes of Health website, concluded that “blood vitamin D

status can determine the risk of being infected with COVID-19, seriousness of COVID-19, and

mortality from COVID-19.

Therefore, maintaining appropriate levels of Vitamin D through supplementation or natural

methods ... is recommended for the public to be able to cope with the pandemic.” As noted in our

complaint:

“Thus while Warren professes to champion true COVID information to save lives, she is

purveying false information that could lead to COVID deaths. Warren is telling people that

vitamin D levels don’t matter for COVID, when in fact — as readers would learn from The

Truth About COVID-19 — correcting vitamin D decciencies could save their lives.

By her own logic and according to her own demands, every major social media platform

should have banned Warren’s letter as ‘COVID misinformation.’ But o^cials like Warren

only denounce ‘COVID misinformation,’ demand its censorship, and threaten legal

repercussions when the statements in question challenge the COVID narrative they

support — not when they themselves are misrepresenting the truth about COVID-19.

Warren’s letter further accuses The Truth About COVID-19 of disseminating ‘false and

misleading information about vaccines,’ including by (in Warren’s words) ‘contend[ing]

that vaccines cannot be trusted.’

The book’s stated thesis about the COVID vaccines is that their effectiveness ‘has been

wildly exaggerated and major safety questions have gone unanswered.’ This statement is

accurate and well within the bounds of constitutionally protected opinion ...

Warren’s letter further cites a June, 2021, review of The Truth About COVID-19 that

purports to list examples of the book’s ‘misinformation,’ the crst of which is the following:

‘the authors argue that the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus was engineered in a laboratory in

Wuhan, China.’ It is true that The Truth About COVID-19 argues that that ‘the

preponderance of evidence’ supports the lab-leak theory of the origins of the COVID

virus.

But the claim that this position is ‘misinformation’ is, once again, itself misinformation.

The lab-leak theory — long denounced as a ‘conspiracy theory’ by federal actors and

suppressed on social media — is in fact supported by substantial and growing evidence.

See, e.g., Wall St. Journal, ‘Science Closes In on Covid’s Origins: Four studies — including

two from WHO — provide powerful evidence favoring the lab-leak theory,’ Oct. 5, 2021.

The review’s next example of the supposed ‘misinformation’ in the The Truth About

COVID-19 is this: the book ‘insists multiple times that the public health measures and

restrictions will be permanent. Not true.

The CDC announced that fully vaccinated Americans could resume activities without

wearing masks or physically distancing, resume domestic travel, and refrain from

quarantine even when following a known exposure to the virus if they remain symptom-

free.’

This CDC announcement obviously proved to be false, while the prediction made in The

Truth About COVID-19 that health restrictions would continue after vaccination has

proved more accurate.

Moreover, it is not the case that the Truth About COVID-19 ‘insists’ that these restrictions

will be permanent — it says that certain restrictions on our liberty, beginning in the

pandemic, will ‘probably’ be permanent, re5ecting a humility about the certainty of one’s

assertions that Warren might have procted from.”

This Is Only the Beginning

As noted in a press release by Cummins, this lawsuit is just the beginning. OCA and I are

launching a campaign to Pght back against the censorship that is taking root. This includes

unraveling the threads that lead back to the fake fact checkers and disinformation agents in the

media, but all of this will take time, so be patient.

It’s also a costly venture, so if you can afford it, consider making a donation to the OCA. As a

thank you, I will match your donations dollar for dollar during the month of November.

As explained by Cummins:

“OCA’s federal lawsuit, cled jointly with Dr. Mercola, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and Chelsea

Green books is not just directed against Elizabeth Warren, but is intended to establish a

legal precedent against the increasing censorship, slander, and intimidation coming from

a wide variety of government, corporate, and media sources.

This Big Pharma/Big Media/Big Government Inquisition is fueled by disinformation and

dark money coming from powerful international public relations crms such as the

Publicis Groupe and front groups such as the so-called Center for Countering Digital Hate

(CCDH).

We are under attack, not because we are purveyors of dangerous disinformation and

hate, as Warren and her Establishment cohorts allege, but rather because, in the midst of

an international health, economic, and political crisis, we are trying to expose the truth

about the lab origins of this catastrophe, and explain how preventive and natural

medicine and health, healthy organic food, natural supplements, low-cost generic drugs,

strong immune systems, and a healthy environment are our best defenses against

chronic disease and engineered pathogens.

We are not anti-vaccine, but rather pro-vaccine safety. We are not purveyors of

disinformation, but rather crm defenders of free speech, unobstructed scienticc inquiry,

and freedom of choice ...

We are castigated as ‘conspiracy theorists’ for publicizing the behind-the- scenes

machinations of billionaires like Bill Gates, the World Economic Forum, and their ‘Hall of

Shame’ collaborators  in the military-industrial complex.

We are under siege for exposing the existential risks of genetic engineering and lab

manipulation, a mad science not only contaminating our food, seeds and animals, but

essentially weaponizing pathogenic viruses, bacteria, and insects, part of a catastrophic

biological and medical arms race that threatens us all.

We are saddened and alarmed by the now routine attacks on free speech, free

association, and medical freedom of choice. We are troubled by the extreme polarization

and anger poisoning the body politic, and the debilitating impact of fear-mongering and

shaming on our children and the public at large.

We are alarmed by the collateral damage to our health, our psyches, and the entire social

fabric by government authoritarianism, virologists and gene engineers playing God, and

Big Pharma greed ...

America, and the once-hoped-for community of nations, are accelerating toward self-

destruction. The body politic is sick, frightened, angry, and divided. People have

apparently forgotten how to talk to one another when we disagree on politics, COVID

responses, vaccine safety, and a range of other polarizing government dictates.

Former friends and co-workers have become enemies. Meanwhile the forests are

burning. Water resources are diminishing ... Our children and the most vulnerable are

forced to struggle harder than ever, just to survive and preserve their sanity, making it

harder and harder maintain a positive outlook, enjoy every day life, much less achieve

true happiness.

If COVID-19, the product of mad science and insatiable greed, has taught us anything, it’s

that we must transform our food and farming systems and take control of our health.

We must acknowledge, prevent, and resolve the dietary, environmental, and public health-

related comorbidities of our ailing population, strengthen our immune systems to cght

off chronic disease and pathogens, and provide special protection for the most

vulnerable.

We must bring proct-at-any-cost corporations, captured media and regulatory agencies,

indentured politicians, Silicon Valley surveillance capitalists, out-of-control genetic

engineers, virologists, and bioweapons procteers to heel.”

Stop the Madness

To this end, OCA has launched a Stop the Mad Science campaign. This global grassroots

campaign aims to ban the engineering of viruses, bacteria and all potential pandemic pathogens

(PPPs). Mounting evidence suggests COVID-19 was indeed the result of gain-of-function (GOF)

research, paid for in part by U.S. taxpayers and carried out by U.S. and Chinese researchers.

Unless we put an end to this kind of dangerous research (and it goes on worldwide, not just in the

U.S. and China), COVID won’t be the last manmade pandemic we’ll have to face. More than

65,000 people have already signed the petition in support of this effort. Please add your

signature here if you haven’t done so already. As noted by Cummins:

“Current ongoing experiments, routinely funded with our tax dollars, that need to be

stopped immediately include genetically engineering SARS-CoV-2 so that it can

overcome or bypass natural immunity; combining the SARS-CoV-2 virus with deadly

anthrax bacteria; engineering the bird 5u and Ebola to be more transmissible; and other

criminally insane experiments — hiding behind the excuse that lab and genetic

engineering of pathogens are necessary for ‘biodefense’ and ‘biomedicine.’

Over the next six months we will begin to organize protests and picket lines outside the

GoF labs and institutions where these dangerous experiments are being carried out.

These street protests will be ampliced by public education, petition gathering, litigation,

and grassroots lobbying.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,862 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Mercola, Cummins, RFK, heroes all! more power to your elbows! long live truth , justice and decency! May this be the beginning of the

end of this tyranny. I will be following closely from South Africa. How dare you Elizabeth?! Who the hell do you and your cronies think

you are to decide what's good for us? I'll read whatever damn books I choose.
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Dr. Mercola Files Lawsuit Against US Sen. Elizabeth Warren
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

In early September 2021, U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren sent a letter to Andy Jassy, chief

executive oEcer of Amazon.com, demanding an “immediate review” of Amazon’s

algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID misinformation,” stressing that

Amazon’s sale of such books was “potentially unlawful”

)

Warren speciPcally singled out my book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” co-written with

Ronnie Cummins, founder and director of the Organic Consumers Association (OCA),

as a prime example of “highly-ranked and favorably-tagged books based on

falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she wants banned

)

As a government oEcial, it is illegal for Warren to violate the U.S. Constitution, and pressuring private businesses to do it for her is not a

legal workaround

)

Cummins and I, along with our publisher, Chelsea Green Publishing, and Robert F. Kennedy Jr., who wrote our foreword, are now suing

Warren, both in her oEcial and personal capacities, for violating our First Amendment rights and scaring book sellers into pulling and/or

suppressing sales of our book

)

Ironically, Warren’s claims of misinformation are themselves misinformation that puts lives at risk)
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Great post Roesbud! Thank you for this.  We all agree with you! I personally register here, deep disappointment and a feeling of

betrayal by Elzabeth Warren, whose cause I had believed in.Thumbs down! Let's all defy the orders by Elizabeth Warren and

purchase (Directly from Chelsea Green Publishing) THREE copies of The Truth About Covid 19 to hand around to people, and of

all places to er....SCHOOL PTA's! How about that??? School Parent-Teacher Associations here in the USA have a ton of political

clout with politicians and school districts alike. Their voice could likely sway public health departments. After reading the book,

they would talk to other parents, who would talk to their kids, school principals and teachers, word would travel to other PTAs,

repeat....the school PTAs could help to wake the slumbering giant. I suggest sending School Parent-Teacher Associations

multiple copies of the book would be a very strategically important move. Let them make up their own minds thereafter. Thank

you all!!! Cheerio, tally ho, let's go! There is much at stake and we must do our part to help! Appreciation to all who are proactive

and please list further proactive ideas, here! Gratitude!
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Well said Rosebud and Mirandola and others! You make the strong points on this issue. And Dr. Mercola, your lawsuit makes the

strong point that people can't continue to mess around with our freedom. I hope he wins his case, which will be good for his

social freedoms and his income, but also it's a win-win because we all gain from this. Dr. Mercola and Robert F Kennedy Junior

are making a strong stand. If we get a few more celebrities to work with us on our side I think it will spell the end of the Socialist

oppression. Once people realize the tide has turned then there will be all kinds of turncoat celebrities taking what they now see

as the high road. Welcome aboard celebrities we didn't really need you. But we recognize that you seem to have a rational mind in

the end.
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Darn Tootin!  To try to stile the information only makes the intelligent follow it even more.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 8:28:20 AM
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Anyone who reads Dr. Mercola's web site and has not bought the book, should do so whether they think they'll get around to

reading it or not.  It is a great book, but we all have only so much time.  BUY IT ANYWAY.  It's not that expensive. My Prst thought

when I saw this great news was - "Dr. Mercola has proven, beyond any doubt, that he is a very smart guy and very good at Pnding

out what works and what doesn't.  So if he's Pling a lawsuit, it's not likely to be a wasted effort.  It's gonna be solid, very solid."

 Which gives me great hope for the right ruling in the end.
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A great book that I ordered months ago. Robert Kennedy's introduction is just icing on the cake.
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I too admired Ms. Warren, but now believe she has been cocooned and emerged from the pod ala "Invasion of the Body

Snatchers", as have the millions of others.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:26:27 AM
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Heroes all!  I purchased Dr. Mercola's book and read it with highllighter and sticky notes in hand.  (P.S.) "Invasion of the Body

Snatchers" (the  1855 version - scared the poop out of me! I watched it on the old black and white TV and it STILL scared the

poop out of me!  Mom said it would give me  nightmares, now we are living it,   Power to the  People

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 10:10:17 AM
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I agree with you Rosebud10000, and feel the same way, except I have a gut feeling that Ronnie Cummins is controlled opposition.

I feel this way because I’ve been subscribed to his organization OCA for probably over 10 years, read his articles and took action

on many things presented to me from OCA. However, I draw the line at Global Warming. This is clearly a UN Agenda 21 goal, and

it’s a lie. I am not going into the speciPcs for why I feel that way here, but the information is available for those who care to

research the topic thoroughly.

Somebody like Ronnie Cummins should clearly know that Global Warming is a fake UN Agenda to bring about carbon emission

taxes and to enslave us all, and Ronnie should be warning everyone about it. Instead, he has gained our trust with the truth on

many topics, and then deceived us all on Global Warming. Whether knowingly or unknowingly, the jury is still out, as I don’t

personally know this man, but I’m skeptical, and will remain that way until he proves me wrong. This is not slander, Ronnie has

done amazing things and continues to do amazing things, but that doesn’t mean that we should trust him blindly, nor anyone for

that matter. My faith is in God alone, for He alone is Holy and cannot lie.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 12:03:50 PM
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About time we started kicking some b---!  It may just be that i am old, 81 but I Pnd myself getting braver everyday.  I refuse to be

silent, to get the vaccine, any vaccine, and be led to the slaughter by a bunch of so called experts!  Haven't had a vaccine of any

kind since 2000 and thanks to Dr. Mercola I am healthy.
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Thank you Dr. Mercola. It was about time that you stood up to these "government bullies" that all they are seeking is to protect

their own misguided dark purposes. Hit that Warren "b..ch" hard where it hurts. Her pocket.
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Don't forget Dr Paul-Craig Robert !!!!
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Dr Mercola,   I bought the book when it 1st came out and will be sending money towards the law suit which I hope others will join

in on right here! Thanks for all you do and stand for.
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For the good of humanity we need the defense of freedom and health to be vindicated to our hero Dr. Mercola in his great book. Amazon

CEO Andy Jassy has obeyed Senator Elizabeth Warren's orders, because they are an integral part of the deep state. Let us hope that this

demand triumphs and that it is one more step in the defense of freedom. The excellent reports of Dr. Mercola should be published on

his own website in English. Biden and Fauci's medical tyranny has prevented it. We all know who these people are, an integral part of

the deep state. A fascist state that marks the steps of communism. Amazon has created a monopolist  with paltry salaries while

destroying retail jobs, in addition to dehumanizing its facilities with robost.

The Amazon empire did not come out of nowhere as a result of one man's progressive ingenuity regarding the evolution of

technological innovation. This corporate giant is actually a fascist psychological operation created by the CIA to take full control of all

commerce around the world. As the State of the Nation revealed, Amazon's very existence was secretly planned by "deep state" spies at

the CIA for the purpose not only of establishing a digital retail monopoly, but also as a mechanism to exercise absolute power and

inluence. about companies. stateofthenation2012.com
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Yes Gui. It is no accident that Amazon was the Prst to seriously attack WikiLeaks and Julian Assange. On December 1, 2010

WikiLeaks was deplatformed by Amazon which is the largest platform host in the world and therefor weilds tremendous power.

Amazon makes most of its proPts from government contracts.

I remember the Prst time I became acquainted with Elizabeth Warren. I think it was an interview on 60 Minutes. She was saying

that the contracts that credit card users are made to sign in order to get their cards are unreadable even for her, a professor of

contract law at Harvard. She went on to advocate for consumer protections, successfully. That she published that letter is

supremely disappointing. She is not the Prst Constitutional law professor to violate the Constitution. Obama did it every day for

eight straight years
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juststeve
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According to Legacy Media & oEcial sources those considered Anti-Vaxxer's or those hesitant numbers supposedly run around

30% of the population. Who would know as we've seen just how true data is manipulated so "words say what I say they mean"

through Sales Dog Science. We should recognize even if 30% is an accurate number how huge a number this is despite massive

campaigns in the States. A 2% difference can make all the difference in many issues. Thirty % after two years of a constant fear

campaign, never ending suppression of any information not in lock step with the Fauci/Gates narrative.

It may serve us well to realize the general public is unaware of phony manipulative test skewed one way to inlate "case's" to

install fear, yet the same test skewed the other way to instill conPdence & security in taking a Potentially Toxic Jab. Despite

worldwide protest, so much negative data concerning the toxic affects of Jab/s nearly total silence, or at best token downplaying

of those protest.

Most are not aware of the Social Credit System in China or begin to realize the dangerous data mining of the Digital. While most

know they just want healthy affordable foods & living places know little about Permaculture, or how to realize just how much one

doesn't need the toxic, plastic, empty products generated from the Global Money Changers. Most are unaware of what has been

lost, or what can actually be. The authorities continue to double down with nonsense like promoting Ivermectin as horse

de-wormer, attacking individuals who resist or are speaking out.

Thing is, reality can only be bent so far before it all breaks. The longer they succeed in the bending, the uglier the break becomes,

for all of us. We can dampen the negatives by addressing actual positive action within our own homes, Locally. Hang onto your

hats, recent information claims much fertilizer won't be available as the cost for nitrogen has rose from 100 a unit to $1,000 a

unit. Bottlenecks, shortages not good.
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May I also add, the general public for the most part have never even heard of Gain of Function, or whatever it is being called this

week. If open honest debate & discussion were allowed it may have been obvious just why how bone headed such a thing is. For

those who follow this site Doc ran a clip showing a Dr. addressing a public forum with information showing why just run of the

mill vaccines are a problem. Regular vaccines do not work as advertised. The only vaccine with results removing a virus from the

microbiome is the Smallpox vaccine. He stated this is because it is the only virus not living in reservoir in the animal kingdom.

This underscores the ugliness of Gain of Function. These deadly viruses cooked up into existence if Leaked or Otherwise can

potentially release a virus affecting only humans, & this runs counter to all and everything the oEcials claim they are doing. Once

a power structure is given an opportunity to decide who does or doesn't get treatments, they can decide who they believe is or is

not worthy to exist. Their disconnected track record says such things do not deserve to be trusted. And, while Smallpox has been

removed from the microbiome, it still exist in Gain of Function Labs.
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It's not just Amazon, but facebook, twitter and others. The manipulations have been going on long enough that they felt conPdent

enough in their fascist control to pull off this covid event and proPt hugely from it... while also implementing a vaxx based

eugenics program to gain control of the world. Turns out, a 2015 government document reveals shedding from the vaxxed to the

unvaxxed was always a part of this.  secularheretic.substack.com/.../shedding-revealed
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Thank you for posting this..it is absolutely right on the money and everyone needs to wake up!
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Well Said Guillermo!! I am glad Dr. Mercola is putting a stop to the abuse of those evil people. Unfortunately Amazon became an

empire thanks to the all the USA citizens that use that company for any purchase. I used Amazon only twice, to buy a couple

books; that was more than 10 tears ago. I DO NOT order anything from Amazon! I always go to the manufacturer's website, and I

make sure not to press the wrong method of payment, because Amazon logo is there like a parasite. All this monstrous company

was well designed to tune the avid shopper and their mania for consumerism. Lamentably some companies had to surrender to

Amazon.  I ordered Dr. Mercola's book from Barns and Nobles.
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Excellent post Gui, you never cease to amaze me. The information about Amazon being a CIA creation scares me, because the

same can be said about “Facebook” and “Google”. In fact, the CIA name for Facebook was called LifeLog. We are all being

deceived by the CIA, who is controlled by the Vatican. I know this to be true based on years of research, but also because the

Bible conPrms that it’s the Great Whore of Babylon that controls The Beast. See Revelation 17. This chapter explains the mystery,

and reveals the woman to be Vatican City.

What people fail to realize is that Country borders aren’t really reality anymore. There is a sovereign Global Governance (NWO)

happening that transcends National borders, controlling the narrative behind the scenes. The entity that is controlling this Global

Empire IS VATICAN CITY, according to the Bible.  This is who is pushing Chem-trails on us, poisoning our air, water, and food

supply. This is the entity that’s inPltrated every secret society, church and Government world wide. This is who is behind the

“M-RNA Gene shots“, and this is who will bring you a Pnal nail in your coEn. A Mark to track/trace, vaccinate/ control

buying/selling....and steal the soul of everyone who takes it.

The Mark of the Beast is here, and it’s about to be rolled out on a Global Scale soon. Quantum dot tattoos- research it. Solution:

Repent and turn to God now before it’s too late. Jesus is the way, the truth, and the life...He is our ONLY hope. Acts 4:12 Neither is

there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved.  Refuse

the coming mark even to the death.
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Buy direct from small companies, not Amazon.  I switched to this for organic suppliers my organic needs of herbs, etc.
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this is GOOD NEWS ~ the dishonesty of the Big Brother Cabal that militates on behalf of its Pharma subsidiary must be challenged

relentlessly ~ this is the only way forward ~ please donate to Dr Mercola's Defense Fund ~ litigation is always an expensive undertaking

~ the Courts are often corrupt but the challenge is worth pursuing ~ more power to you Dr Mercola and the best of luck ~ this could be

an important turning point in this whole scandalous Pasco
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Absolutely agree with this. As always. Stanley, Any chance you can add the link for Dr Mercola’s defense fund to your post (as it’s

likely to be on top), to make it easy to donate the correct place - as I plan to - as even a little contribution given by the many, will

add up to show clear support for the amazing work Dr Mercola and the brave leaders he is among.  GREAT plan to go through the

justice system and taking on this hypocrite and “undercover” fascist high-proPle senator! Let her not get away with this book

burning attempt. I will be donating NOW!
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The courts are indeed corrupt and despite my continual plug for class action lawsuits, please know that I am very aware of it.

However, judges do rule based on p ublic pressure, and the more the pressure mounts, the more they may be inclined to rule in

our favor instead of against us. We must all take hope and inspiration from the DeWayne Lee Johnson suit, he had been told not

to go up against the government, the odds were against him, and look at what happened! According to Stephanie Seneff there

are now 100,000 plus lawsuits against Monsanto/Bayer because of cancer from glyphosate, and with juries overwhelmingly

ruling on the plaintiff's sides. We won't win, we can't win? That's a belief that the powers that be WANT us to have.

I say strategic action would be to educate the public. I posted to another thread and will cross post here, to SEND AT LEAST

THREE COPIES of Dr Mercola's book to SCHOOL PTA's (Parent-Teacher Associations) because SCHOOL PTA's HAVE LARGE

POLITICAL CLOUT WITH LOCAL POLITICIANS AND SCHOOL BOARDS AND DRUMROLL...THE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT!

Caps here are for eye catching not shouts, thank you all for taking note. After reading the book, the school PTAs would talk to

other parents, who would talk to their kids, school principals and teachers, word would travel to other PTAs, repeat....the school

PTAs could help to wake the slumbering giant. I think this can help, as a strategic move. Again judges rule by public pressure,

and to educate the public is the Prst cornerstone to success.

Tally ho, let's go! Thank you Dr Mercola and your lawsuit is VERY IMPORTANT! Politiciians are begging to be slapped on the wrist

as minimal discouragement for doing ill in the future. Thank you Dr Mercola, you have given all of us hope! Edit: I also believe

that as people invoke the law and hold judges to it, setting boundaries with them (imagine that?) and with politicians; as more

and more lawsuits start up, pressure mounts and judges will rule in our favor.
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I am deeply disappointed in Warren. What a turncoat. At least we know who you really are. Many credits to Dr. Mercola.
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Hi Stanley, NOT OFF TOPIC - am short on time. yesterday, someone posted this amazing presentation/discussion from a recent

Weston A. Price event. The link got buried under a bunch of other comments. Suspect everyone on the blog today may want to

watch, if you missed it yesterday.  This is highly informative and timely, considering the deep state involvement with the rollout

mis-information, mis-direction, gas-lighting and more, sending many to focus on insigniPcant rhetoric or narrative points while

the Pre is raging in front of our faces!

Here's the topic and the link, please consider spending time watching: Dr David E. Martin, PhD, "We have been had and we have
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Here's the topic and the link, please consider spending time watching: Dr David E. Martin, PhD, "We have been had and we have

fallen for arguing over their cover story." www.bitchute.com/.../phKoQjXyWbFt  (Nevermind more recent information that neither

the FDA or CDC has been doing independent safety studies after these dangerous and unproven shots rolled out. More shot

contamination has been found. More piss-poor examples these agencies are setting? Lawsuits are lining up against these

agencies - another topic, another time).
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Stan; you're absolutely right! Many more people have to stand up; stand Prm and Pght for their "God Given" rights!

rreal; thanks for the link. I always look forward to Dr. Martin's talks. This man HAS to be one of the most intelligent people on the

planet!
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Hello Stan, Hello Rose. Reader contributor Westerlund take a big bow for gifting us yesterday with that made-my-day link that

Rose reiterates today. Martin, ever the erudite sleuth, reveals the shell holding company (ANSER) that lays hidden below the

waterline of our up till now discernment of how these Deep State puzzle pieces are constructed. The hard part in the prosecution

of this and the Warren lawsuit will be to Pnd a court where the bench hasn't been compromised by the Deep State.
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Quick note - was reading that the US DOJ, which is supposed to be the third arm of "checks and balances" of the Federal Govt

system, is no longer doing that job. Instead has been bought or corrupted by the executive branch, to follow and do their bidding.

This appears at Prst glance very similar to the reports Dr Reiner Fuellmich has been giving from Germany - the legal systems

have been taken over or judges have been harassed to the point where - well - good luck getting any reasonable "justice" when

the military/industrial/banking/Ag/chem/insurance complex is running the show, these foxes are ruling the roost!
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Rrrealrose, it is true that big money buys outcomes. That said, look again at the Dewayne Lee Johnson case and the domino

effect thereafter!  I think part of the problem of corrupted judges and politicians is that We Americans fear stepping on toes, and

are way too passive. If we hold boundaries politely, peaceably but very Prmly, invoking the law with the politicians and judges,

reminding them that we pay our taxes for them to follow the Constitutional law, and if we invoke the speciPc laws, just generally

holding boundaries, very Prmly, I believe we can win. But they need to be reminded that we have boundaries. FYI I am not talking

off the top of my head, I have seen it happen repeatedly. SelPsh people run over others roughshod where there are no

boundaries. I have again seen it, that the word "pay" carries weight. It's sad, but true. Invoke it!

Plus, let us be reminded that the Iron Curtain dictatorship fell when The People stood up and protested it, at all risk! Yet, they

won! Democracy was restored!  I think if Americans memorize the bill of rights and the 14th amendment (which forbids laws for

convenience and requires that laws protect the rights of the people) and judges must also rule accordingly, we stand a far better

chance than if we just say nothing. Crisis=Opportunity, I read on a Chinese fortune cookie insert. Well said. Hold the boundaries!

It is much needed. Thank you all and thank you Dr Mercola!
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Mirandola, ITS the entire top US FEDERAL AGENCY that's been corrupted...who's minding the store?
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Good luck, I hope that you win a huge settlement, give these book-burners hell!  All the Best, From France.
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Dr Mercola, we will be very interested to follow your lawsuit as protocol is appropriate for letting us know. Please do Not update

us ahead of time of  legal arguments entered into the court record, we would Never want it to happen that the powers that be

have time to think and come up with a rebuttal. Surprise 'em, in court and give them No time to think. But, please do update us

after things are argued in court. We really would like to know.  And please let us know, Dr Mercola, how we can help to spread

word, to increase outreach, to raise awareness and which strategic ways, and invocations, you think would best help the cause.

We would genuinely love to help. Thank you Dr Mercola! YAY YAY!

I second you Andrew, we all hope you Dr Mercola get a bagful of millions from this suit and set a precedent that never again can

power be abused and the Constitution usurped. Thank you thank you for heartening us all and setting a great example for others!

And thank you Andrew2084 for stepping forward all the way from France! Gratitude! :-)
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Brilliant, Dr. Mercola!  This is a move in the right direction when Elizabeth Warren is trying to eliminate your beautifully written book and

slur your reputation.  Her actions against you are unconscionable.
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Retsbew, as a court reporter I have a question for you, here on the forum. Do you agree with my observation that judges rule

based on public pressure? Please comment, from your own real truth, thank you.

And further, her actions are against the people, the right to informed consent, free speech, health and wellbeing, and democracy

itself. I am very deeply disappointed in Sen Warren's evidently fascist positiion where she had come across as so much on the

right side of the street in her previous positions. Shame on Elizabeth Warren and may she wake up and turn around. I believe she

has a good core and has deviated from her true path. People can turn back to their good heart and their true cause. Return, return

Elizabeth to who you really are!

Regarding that dictatorial invocation, "misinformation" we smart people here on this forum and in other widespread circles, see

right through the BRAINWASH of that false invocation. Senator Elizabeth Warren, please look me directly in the eye. In a free

speech democracy, even if someone was wrong (I absolutely do Not believe, for one second, that Dr Mercola, Robert F Kennedy

and Ronnie Cummins are wrong..at all!) they have every free speech right to allegedly, be wrong.

There must be lively debate, in a democracy, and in science. Who decides what is accurate anyway? Special interests, Pltering

their message through their kiss-their-feet servants, the politicians? Or politicians with an agenda, telling people to shut up, don't

talk, don't think, don't feel? That about sums it up. Sen Warren, you do not get the right to dictate, craft, mould by censorship, my

beliefs and my very clear, fact based and well researched perception of wrongdoerss and of wrong doing!
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Hi mirandola, thank you for your question,  "Do you agree with my observation that judges rule based on public pressure? Please

comment, from your own real truth, thank you." Ontario is one of 10 provinces of Canada and located in the east-central region of

the county. Ontario is the most populous province of Canada with almost 40% of the country's population and the second-largest

in terms of land area, or the 4th largest in area when the territories of Nunavut and the Northwest Territories are included.

Ontario is also home to Canada's capital, Ottawa, and Toronto, the most populous city. (*1)  Ontario has a reputation of being the

engine that drives Canada, but the other provinces all contribute uniquely to form this great country.

I was a Court Reporter and Clerk employed by the Ministry of the Attorney General, Ontario.  A reporter records when court is in

session and issues transcripts when requested.  A Clerk of the Court is the person who is gowned, starts proceedings with,

Order, all rise, etc., and administers the oath to witnesses, generally looks after the administration of the court room and assists

the judge.  We were short staffed so I've sat in several of the courts in southern Ontario.  One of the courts I was Prst assigned to

was a pilot project for the Prst Family Courts here - courts dedicated to Family Law.  I've also sat in criminal court and small

claims.  In Ontario lawyers who want to be judges sit in small claims' courts and issue rulings.

Here in Ontario the judges are very aware of public opinion, but I can honestly state that I never saw a judge ever be swayed by it;

they use the law.  Each case was always considered on its own evidence and judgments issued accordingly.  An extra effort was

always made for a person self-representing.  It might look easy on television, but in a court in person there is protocol and rules

to understand and use.   *1.  worldpopulationreview.com/canadian-provinces/ontario-population
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Hi Retsbew, thank you for your colorful answer and your statement! I have found here in the USA that judges do NOT follow the

rule of law...at least, not the Constitutional law! They follow laws which themselves go up against constitutional law! Yet, reading

the news and having written civil liberties articles in the past, I have seen them do this based on public pressure and what the

socio-political climate basically demanded of them. I think judges are more prone to that than we may think, at least here in the

USA. Maybe it's time to move to Canada! :-)

In any case, my point at least for us Americans, is that if we help to educate the public, we can help the cause of Dr Mercola,

Ronnie Cummins' and Robert F Kennedy's lawsuit along! I have now cross posted this several places but the forum becomes so

long and I think this is important to be seen. Sending Dr Mercola's book to school Parent Teacher Associations would be very

strategic. They carry immense political clout and would be the best source to sway the public health departments.

After reading the book, they would talk to other parents, who would talk to their kids, school principals and teachers, word would

travel to other PTAs, repeat....the school PTAs could help to wake the slumbering giant. I just put this forward as a major

strategic stepping stone in this debacle. And again, educating the public can really help the lawsuit, at least here in the USA. God

bless!
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We had an active Fathers' for Justice group that decided to protest with placards outside the courthouse.  Certain judges were

named on the placards.  I believe that is actually against the law.  However, they were orderly and no one interfered with them.  In

a courtroom some of them weren't so orderly.  So we court reporters would warn each other if we knew a proceeding was on the

schedule involving a possible problem in the courtroom.  It's not diEcult to understand that when you feel you are not being fairly

dealt with when it comes to your children, you react.   We did have a couple of bomb threats and at that time we had no conveyor

belts or screening before you entered the courthouse.  That is part of the process now so I assume it's safer.

Judges and justices of the peace each have their own style.  In Canada  they're appointed, not elected.  But I wouldn't say the

political aspect is evident in the work that they do.  Some are faster than others...when you're reporting you notice that sort of

thing!  You also cringe when you know you're in for a day of hearing a certain spiel from the bench, to observe protocols.  When I

was working in TraEc Court I could recite the police statement about the breathalyzer and radar.  But you kind of get used to it

and it saves time.

Canada tries to be fair minded and the judiciary includes men and women, who quite often were lawyers.  I've worked with a

judge who was rumored to have manic depression and to deal with that, time off would happen.  That judge could make you want

to cry sometimes because the judgements were so en pointe and captured every aspect of love and hate in such a constructive

way.  That same judge asked me to go into chambers to record the reactions a child was having to her parent's divorce.  It was

unusual, but I thought it was good idea.   Many times I've thought of the judges and wish they'd speak up about the plan-demic.

An American would do that, but
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Retsbew, what a heart-rending writeup! thank you. So sad if the judge had manic depression, and how great that he dealt with it

 by taking time off, and hence he was probably *all the more compassionate and reasonable* with people based on his own

experience! Thank you for sharing that.

I agree with you that naming judges in a speciPc way, unless they really did something outstandingly wrong, is not the best way

to go. As an expression of free speech and one which reins in excessive powers or abuse thereof, it would Not be illegal here in

the USA FYI, but I don't know the Canadian law and can't comment. Yet, I still would discourage it as a less than desireable

strategy, unless there was terribly important reason for it.

As for disorderly conduct, or god forbid bomb threats, please know I never stand behind such things either. I post here on this

forum all the time, and will say it again here: The Prst and foremost way to discredit a good movement, is to engage in disorderly

conduct or god forbid, threats or violence. Absolutely unacceptable. I believe the people who  invoke certain things on this forum

may even be well meant, but the truth is that they will only discredit the cause at hand. Vocalizing concerns about government

wrong-doing is necessary to democracy, and peaceable assembly is written into the very Prst amendment of the US Constitution,

for very important reason. But the key word here is "peaceable". I stand behind that. God bless.
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FANTASTIC! FANTASTIC! FANTASTIC! Way to go,  Dr. Mercola. Some good news, in this dark time of insanity. Sooooo delighted that you

have initiated this move.  Blessings and best wishes indeed!
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I "Second" You Wiseluv! Thank you for stepping forward!
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It's always been obvious to me that Warren is nothing but a two-bit commie.
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When I grew up behind the Iron Curtain, our great hope was America. I have never thought that American government oEcials will some

day dare to practice the exact same methods of Stalin and his cohorts. How did this happen?
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Thank you for stepping forward, Navisos34! Your voice is terribly important. Please keep on writing to us based on your Iron

Curtain experiences and insights! Many Americans don't "Get it" and your voice is truly needed! Thank you for your message

here.
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I watched many times on the news when other governments didn't allow their citizens free speech and arresting them for

disagreeing with the government and now it's in my own country.  It's shocking...America is no longer free.  The people in power

have forgotten about the Constitution and what it means and why we came to America.
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All Americans need to familiarize themselves with Dr Igor Shepherd. He is a native Russian physician and is extremely

sophisticated when it comes to both physiological rationale with the disease entities and psychological rationale used to gull the

American public. He has written a series of articles that were published in the Lew Rockwell columns. Outstanding reading. Since

coming to the US, he's seen the belly of the beast and  explains the roots of our upcoming demise. This man is a huge asset to

the American cause.
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When I was telling my doctor, a German man who values supplements and is Prst to correct issues that way, that my 2 month old

had the reaction she had to the DPT (seizures, head to toe rash, swollen lymph the size of golf balls, etc etc etc) ... he said, "Why

would you ever inject a 2 month old?"  ... he went on to explain breast milk takes care of that all ... went on to explain their

immune systems aren't even formed  ... and I told him, "I just did what they were telling me to do - but when I walked out, I never

looked back. She never saw another doctor until she got an ingrown toenail from her ballet point shoes at 17.

I digress! ... hahaha ... end of story, SB277 in CA where my nieces and nephews are,  I commented to the good doctor about it and

he said, "I don't understand why anyone would choose to live behind the iron curtain."  Hmm... Those words, I'll never forget them!

When I look at Senator Pan, does anyone even know how much dang money he took from big pharma while pushing mandatory

childhood vaccination laws?  We set ourselves up to be crooked and greedy in much the same way we set up covid numbers to

increase by offering money for a diagnosis of covid, how stupid was that? And how SMART were they?  What a great kickoff to

the plandemic! This whole deal is insanity.
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navisos34 - Yuri Bezmenov, a Russian defector, tried to warn the American people 37-years ago.  Few, if any, heeded his warning.
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BahmiO, Americans need to memorize and recite the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment, all by heart. Invoke them left

and right. I truly do believe that the powers that be get away with murder and usurping the Constitution because a) they are

 bought off, and just really unethical (an ethical person will not accept the notion that they owe contributors Anything if they

chose to contribute to their campaign. So...follow the corruption, not just the money!) b) because We Americans, are Way Too

Passive and Way Too Silent! We fear stepping on toes, offending, bristle reactions, etc. then we keep silent. Then the powers that

be become emboldened. Voila! The current debacle, it is climaxing.

The opportunity now is either to comply and contribute to the rise  of undercover dictatorship disguised as savior, or to see

through the nonsense and come up against it, just as Dr Mercola is. Lawsuits are the BEST way to go because they hit people in

the pocketbook, which will discourage more than anything else. Plus, keeping Sen Warren busy in court will take time away from

other things she has to do, does she really want that? The lawsuits are Important for discouraging oEcial, public wrongdoing!

I am so happy that Dr Mercola is doing this and so glad that 19 governors have Pled suit against the mandates from the Great

Dictator Biden, and that other lawsuits are springing up right and left! I hope there are many many more. The more there are, the

greater the pressure on judges and the more they will begin to rule on our side. One case law inluences another. Sooner or later

someone will win, and that case law sets a precedent for others to come. It's going to happen! YAY DR MERCOLA!!! YOU ARE A

HERO!!! THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!!! YOU HAVE GIVEN US HEART AND COURAGE AND HOPEFULLY MANY MORE

WILL FILE SUIT IN PARALLEL! IT"S ABOUT TIME! YAY YAY YAY!!!! :-)
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What sweet justice it would be to collect a huge amount in damages from those who would control our lives and usurp our freedoms.

 One more step in removing the curtain of darkness.  Much more of this needs to happen.  We will discover whether we still have any

constitutional rights in America after this lawsuit.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think and hope that this lawsuit will bring the opportunity forward, to open up more and more sleeping eyes. We can help. We

can spread word by email, internet (even if censored, at least a few eyes will see it). When using email or posting to the internet,

use a VPN. If someone was to create a platform pledged to Not censor about the coronavirus information, that would be "hot"

and important. And as I am plugging today, by sending copies of Dr Mercola's book to school Parent and Teacher Associations,

we can *strategically* (key word)  open the right sets of eyes. They have a lot of political clout and can effect change.  

After reading the book, they would talk to other parents, who would talk to their kids, school principals and teachers, word would

travel to other PTAs, repeat....the school PTAs could help to wake the slumbering giant. It would be strategic and important to

educate that very cross sector. Further, they can also help to open up many more eyes, in their position of inluence and outreach.

Purchase the book as you wisely suggested, Almond, from the publisher directly. Great cause to support! And we must stop

patronizing causes that take over the world economy like Amazon. Patronize other sources instead. Thank you Almond! :-)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 6:08:07 AM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the tide turns as it now surely will, there will be a tsunami of turncoats who will claim they knew all along that the vaxxes

were fake.  To quote from your post this time last year, Almond:  “Many live according to the expectations of others.  They Pnd

false security in conformity.” Ms Warren should reconsider her position before it’s too late to escape a Nuremberg style fate.

 First Monster Nicola should cease her groupie girl act accepting gifts from demented Presidents.  Looking forward to an

updated version of that iconic 1984 “Do  they know it’s Christmas” (remake featuring Bojo Aid in 2020) “It’s Christmas time.

 There’s no need to be afraid.  At Christmas time, we let in light and we banish shade”.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 1:24:23 PM
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sen. Warren plays the role of a war criminal against human kind. A fool to think removing a book by very well respected authors is going

to dumb us down! Blessings in disguise etc.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 1:29:54 AM
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Less than 3% of the American public actually reads books. So what is the danger as apposed to the violation of the Constitution

that is going to follow her into perpetuity? As a professor of law at Harvard, such an action is dumbfounding.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 6:48:07 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All involved in this covid conspiracy, are war criminals - and they're not playing a "role" - they're seriously psychopathic!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 7:36:04 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

airsurfer and all... What a terriPc opportunity.  If I was wealthy, i would send a private plane so Sen Warren could continue to

speak in public and make a further fool of herself.  This is great advertising for Dr. Mercola.  Lizzie is hardly considered credible

by most people, so they will be even more receptive to hearing what Dr. M has to say.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 1:50:07 PM
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Michael_Czajka
Joined On 3/20/2007 6:21:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Strategic litigation is always helpful. Currently governments the world over are stiling reasonable commentary on a variety of issues.

Maybe Mercola will be able to keep his articles up for more than 48 hours in future? :-)

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/7/2021 11:48:01 PM
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Tomola
Joined On 12/17/2013 11:03:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not too sure why the 48 hour limit was introduced, but presume it was due to pressure from  powerful people. Give these tyrants

an inch and you give them a mile.  Suing  the  unconstitutional Warren though, is the right move and people should contribute

what they can.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 6:01:23 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tomola, the 48 hr time limit on postings happened after Mercola said he was suing the NYT. NYT subscribes to the "Trusted

News Initiative" (google it). Mercola should instead sue the author of the NYT article, Sheera Frenkel, the "prize-winning NYT

technology reporter based in San Francisco". I hope Mercola sues Frankel, but Warren is a bigger Psh to fry. The bigger prize

would have been the NYT itself. Biden has public health "emergency powers" which could put Mercola out of business (read

Mercola's posting on that, its available every day). So yeah, Biden is in the "powerful people" club...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 7:06:16 AM
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am encouraged that this was the Prst post. The irony of this article given Dr. Mercola's wrongful action's this past August -

hopefully - isn't lost on him. While a person can shoot themselves in the foot, they ought not to damage others while they do it.

The only content that was almost certainly completely taken from publication or was at least highly restricted to the few people

who might have managed to save all content INCLUDING comments was user comments.

You can Pnd a YouTube video of Dr. Mercola praising his commenters. Speech, nowadays, is more democratic. And that means

that this website has benePted from the content of commenters (which has managed to Pnd its way into articles) as well as the

main articles. There is a community which was damaged this past August. And, of course, there are the readers who don't

comment, but who Pnd the comments very informative.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 7:42:33 AM
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nan_tzzz
Joined On 8/25/2020 3:52:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue her ass off, then sue the Federal Government and take it to the Supreme Puppets!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 1:35:59 AM
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law03647
Joined On 1/8/2015 8:57:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just hear a song that sounds like "Music, music,music"  and replace it with the words "Gitmo, Gitmo, Gitmo"  and it puts a smile

on my face all day.  Maybe Rabbit Warren will hop on a light to the Gitmo SPA.  An average of 17 Pghts daily to Gitmo

conveniently provide more meat for the grinder.   Yeh,  Have fun Lizzy.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 5:59:37 AM
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aneleaa
Joined On 5/31/2016 4:31:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately we have to keep Pghting for our freedom until this PLAN-DEMIC is over. God bless you and your team Dr Mercola!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 12:44:17 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 3:01:37 AM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, we'll ALWAYS have to guard and defend freedom, as someone or some groups are ALWAYS seeking ways to take it

from us. Psychopaths/Sociopaths ALWAYS attempt to dominate and control, and believe they have a right to. Nothing new

happening here except the level of technology.  Just study history from as far back as you wish to.  As Ecclesiastes, Chapter 1,

verse 9 says, "There is nothing new under the sun."  Let each one of us do whatever we can and then some to defend our liberties

for all mankind. Thank you Dr. Mercola, Ronnie Cummins, RFK jr., and EVERY individual world wide who strives for, speaks for,

and defends liberty and justice for all!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 8:44:16 AM
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Frs5328
Joined On 12/22/2014 1:37:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for suing Senator Elizabeth Warren. Through out her terms as senator she has constantly been bulling any mother that has

been agaist any vaccine. She has had no compassion with mothers with children with vaccine injuries. Like right now there is no

compassion for the people who are vaccine injured, especially now that more young people are experiencing lasting sideffects. Thank

you Dr Mercola for all you are doing. You are earning a special place in Heaven.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 3:14:20 AM
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OCA and Chelsea Green are beyond reproach in publishing and so are Dr. Mercola and RFK Jr. especially on truth-telling.  She, however

lied about her nationality which is why I only think of her as Pocahontas.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 1:25:39 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could not get the book from Amazon. They played all kinds of games and delays to get me to cancel my order, which I Pnally did

when i found out I could order directly from Chelsea Green Publishing.  I received my book from Chelsea green 3 days after

ordering it.  I would just as soon not give Amazon money anyway. Pocahantas is a "fence post turtle".  It is an old joke.  The new

county extension agent asked the old rancher what he meant when he said Biden is a fence post turtle.  The rancher replied, that,

when you are driving down the road and you see a turtle on top of a fence post... you know he does not belong in that position

and he surely did not get there by accident.  So, who is behind Pocahantas and who put her up to it?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 1:43:25 AM
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Westerlund
Joined On 8/4/2008 2:20:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola thank you for your bravery and service not only to America but to the world. Good luck and God Bless.  I can only hope that

others will follow your leadership. We need more Robert Kennedy Jr.’s too!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 3:16:55 AM
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please sue that U.S. Senator from Massachusetts for hundreds of millions of dollars. That lying senator (who is not a native American)

and purveyor of real disinformation need to be put out of business. She received jobs under false pretenses claiming she is

Pocahontas. That's an insult to all native Americans.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 3:39:08 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, send Pocahotas to the liable chopping block and see if John Smith comes to her rescue. [...grin...]

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 5:28:33 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Warren claimed native American ancestry. Get your facts straight.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 7:15:45 AM
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CMT367, The Native American thing came up because it was uncovered that Warren claimed Cherokee and Delaware Indian

Heritage in her applications to University of Pennsylvania and Harvard. She has not been able to show proof of this but lied on

her college applications in order to gain any benePt she could by claiming such.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 8:50:04 AM
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who would have thought - two years ago - that the western world was about to start a steep and rapid descent into totalitarianism... It is

chilling and repellent that so many are actively in favour of censorship - a weapon in the armory of all tyrants along with propaganda,

jail and violence. Think of Dorsey, giving a voice to the murderous Taliban but silencing the voice of Donald Trump. He was not only

suppressing the right of Trump to be heard, he was also suppressing the rights of millions who wanted to listen to the POTUS and then

make up their minds about what he said. It's the same with Dr Mercola - tinpot dictator Warren wants to suppress his book and

suppress the rights of millions who want to read it.  

What we are seeing is making it clear that we have - on one side - a global elite, using their pet politicians where necessary, to impose

repression and on the other side many millions who aim to retain their rights and freedoms. This also explains, in my view, the

absolutely unhinged hatred generated against Trump and the absurd lie that he was working for Russia. I remember at Prst wondering

why the hatred was so extreme - 24/7. It was because the media/pharma/tech globalist billionaires are using the Democrat party to

tighten their grip on power and they knew they couldn't control Trump. He didn't want or need their money or favours. We have to push

back against the propaganda that persuades people to give up freedom and support censorship because of a treatable virus with a

natural recovery rate of 99.6%.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I knew this was coming since the 9-11-01 era. The legislation back then, based on the "emergency" invocation which itself was

based on lies (no WMD found and frankly we own them in spades! What a ridiculous invocation, given that pure fact) and the

manufactured emergency (THREE towers fell, the third had no planes crash into it ,this is not conspiracy theory, there is Plm

footage!) which created the 'necessity" for legislation which is, itself, a carbon copy of the Iron Curtain dictatorship. FISA, the

Patriot Act, Torture Bill (MIlitary Commissions Act) and more overreaches began based on such "emergencies" as were based on

lies. So if people did NOT forsee this now, it is because people don't read the texts of bills and don't research the Congressional

voting record. I urge all true citizens to do so. It is deeply important and can even change the course of our history. Thank you all.
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NoraMary
Joined On 8/9/2021 2:01:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless you guys we need heros like you .Thank You all on behalf of humanity!
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Rob2983
Joined On 10/22/2020 6:46:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is my Prst time posting and I agree we need hero’s and God more than ever now!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 5:57:26 AM
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johnctokalenko
Joined On 11/1/2021 5:00:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Senator Pocahontas is what the Founders had in mind when they said "all enemies, foreign and domestic."
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SarahB
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:42:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A teacher. Who bans books. Disgusting.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:09:01 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely disgusting! Curious how much they paid her to do it?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 6:20:26 AM
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Therefore, not a teacher, but a propagandist.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 10:57:52 PM
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e_g5680
Joined On 11/16/2014 1:22:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best of luck, Dr Mercola, for all our sakes.  I read your articles every day, and you’ve had a very positive effect on my husband’s and my

health.  I am amazed that there is nothing in the MSM on how to build/maintain a healthy body, although obviously I do know why.  Big

pharma want to increase it’s clients to our detriment. Thanks to all of you “regulars” posting here, I think of you all being part of my

family.
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ejf908
Joined On 3/10/2021 9:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The combination of recommending  vitamin D and never having tortured animals could not have killed anybody.  You have to see what

the pros did.  In the context of killing patients, boosting one’s health does not compete well with putting people in remdesivir while on

the ventilator.  That killed a few hundred thousand. It surprises me that Sen. Warren who used to be a voice for the underprivileged and

underserved has been so saturated with the prevailing narrative,  she must be impressed with the power to suppress rationality.  A

Harvard Professor?   Let’s see how she does in deposition!  What’s going on? Is it raw ambition, believing the Democratic Party is so

successful she is hitching to a star that is already burning up on re-entry?   Are not the President  and Sen. Warren willing to burn up the

Constitution as well?  I believe this all started with the “hate Trump” campaign and seems to have catalyzed behavioral pathologies

across the country.  Extreme emotional dedication to a cause justiPes insane censorship of everything else.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I dont understand the world at the moment. It seems to have lipped, and become a reversed society. Everything that was bad

has become normal or good. The media is upside down with their truths. Evil is rewarded - and truth is censored. Diversity is

promoted without thought.  Experience and knowledge is debunked. I understand that good and bad are comparative values

depending of variables, culture, etc but this craziness is way beyond normal thinking.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so glad!!   Makes you wonder why she wants to live in the USA ... if these people are against individual freedoms and rights, they

need to move on.  I hear North Korea is hiring!  Buh bye!   Ugh, jk.   I wish people could see our rights are diminishing every day, along

with censorship, people have to be asking what's going on!  ... I think that's what makes me saddest of all.  I got an email regarding

social security.  That's gonna have to end if we're getting ready to hand over all this money to start up the lives of immigrants.  Are

pensions next?  They've got pay for all this covid advertising as well ... oh wait, maybe Bill funds that.   Catherin Austin Fitts... if you

haven't given a listen to what she has to say, it might be time. CAF (the four pillars) - Planet lockdown, this Plled in a lot of blanks for

me. www.bitchute.com/.../p7ntKrvBMs7D  ~ Interview with CAF by Dr. Mercola www.bitchute.com/.../Wpg585xZcsTZ  ~ CAF with Del

Bigtree (passports) www.bitchute.com/.../3ZnFGBvdvPvx
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, very well said! Pleasure chuckle, you are absolutely right! Those who shun and usurp American values should

indeed move on! Love it.
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zootie
Joined On 4/2/2013 1:25:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ROCK ON MERCOLA!!!! We’re right behind you. Good on you for standing up to them. What have you got to lose that they haven’t already

taken away!! Everything to gain.
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any elected representative that is found guilty of breaking the law or acting in direct contravention of the constitution should be

removed from oEce. The principle is the same as a policeman being convicted of breaking a law, civil or criminal.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed. Politicians like Sen. Warren believe that kind of behavior is SOP.
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law03647
Joined On 1/8/2015 8:57:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can think of stronger stuff than that for reasons of child traEcking, satanic murder and worse, treason, crimes against

humanity, genocide,  etc.    May they rot in hell.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Galeforce, thank you!!! Very well said. We need more people like you issuing that call. That means about 90% of politicians need

to be removed from public oEce. Replace them with sincere people who give a care about the Constitution and the wellbeing of

The People, not the Special Interests. Create campaign Pnancing reform. Money has bought off our politicians.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Galeforce: Totally agree BUT we need our legal system to get this done.
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CindyLou1
Joined On 3/16/2010 8:30:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yay!  Stand up to any b** tch who tries to take your rights away that are guaranteed by these United States.  And as you look to the side

you will see me standing right beside you!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you from the UK for Pghting back against the tin-pot dictators.  Sue them into oblivion.
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jthomas1413
Joined On 2/16/2010 9:21:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola you have been my hero since you helped me turn my life around 20+ years ago. Every morning I read your newsletter and

this news just made my day, week, month and possibly year. Having been a party to litigation I have Prsthand knowledge of how costly it

is. I support you in spirit as well as monetarily, making my donation ASAP.
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aemish
Joined On 8/4/2010 6:31:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too started reading Dr Mercola back in the late '90s and am gobsmacked what has happen to this man whose only 'agenda' has

ever been to exercise and eat your vegetables!!!  Wow.  Just wow.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm right with you.  Who should I trust?  Somebody whose info has WORKED so well for me, or a politician who has blind faith in

pharma shill sources?   Pretty easy decision, that.
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npattyn
Joined On 3/26/2019 6:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read you book twice. NOT a word of misinformation. Senator Warren is the prime example of a modern day Nazi.
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jjule85
Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agenda 21 Nazism . I pray Nuremberg 2 happens and all the liars, Media, Politicians, Soros, Klaus,Gates, all of them are charged

and pay the dues coming.
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chiaromc
Joined On 2/9/2019 12:32:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Warren is a proven Liar. She should look in the mirror before she accuses anyone of misinformation especially when referring to the

covid 19 information that you have been providing and has been the most truthful source since this Plandemic took hold. The Dems like

Warren are always accusing others for which they themselves are guilty!  We support you Dr Mercola!!!
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_onafusionmodels.co.za
Joined On 6/22/2021 6:43:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best of luck Dr Mercola and Co. Have great respect for you and your refusal to back down under the intimidation tactics.
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gh_nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah I do not want to offend; … but everyone knows that demoralcrats are above the law. Makes me wonder why politicians are not limited

to 1/2 the presidential max of 2 terms. Be nice to see a revolving door on Congress … bye! 

👋
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will believe an osteopathic physician over anybody who sez "follow the science."  My husband just quit his job because of pressure

from the vaxxholes in his company.  We shall see how it plays out but to put it bluntly, he is giving up a boatload of money.  Also

daughter had to decline starting vo-tech to get culinary degrees because of the so-called vaccine mandate.  Pretty shameful, but we are

not going to cave and we are not feeling sorry for ourselves .  .  .
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rinske
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:24:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Lee! And your family too.  Our oldest plus spouse took the jab because they believe in it. Our daughter and spouse

took it to keep their job. My husband took it because he believes in it and wants to be able to buy groceries. We live in opposite

parts of the house now. Did not want the shedding.  I am not jabbed - don't believe in it. I bought a year's worth of supplements

(from this website). I also bought a generator (on well and septic) Will not drink town water. Or buy coffee in town. Town water

comes from Lake Ontario. They Plter, add chlorine and luoride. Sewage gets dumped in Lake Ontario.  I will carry on! Rinske
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greenskycomcast.net
Joined On 11/25/2020 1:18:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wrote to Sen. Warren when I Prst heard of this a couple of months ago. I told her that the American Nazi Party would be happy to have

her as a member, etc. etc. Please write to her. Don't just post here. It's sad to see all these people who I once had respect for--Warren,

Maddow, Hayes, Cooper--whoring for Big Pharma.  Please let her and others know of your concerns. I've also written to my

Congressman and two Senators about how they will lose their next elections if they don't acknowledge the anger and frustration many

feel about censorship and mandated drug therapy. All the best everyone!
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Chimonger
Joined On 2/6/2008 10:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More should do that, not only in letters to Warren, but, others. They are following FALSE/CORRUPT/ERRONEOUS SCIENCE, NOT

THE REAL KIND.  The science they follow, is all based, long ago, on the old, and lawed, Germ Theory. That was wrong at

inception, before published, yet, because it sounded like a “war” to be “battled”, the Males in charge, bought into it like crazy.

 Before anyone realized, any product, service, or such, sold the public, was also predicated on killing the germs to protect

us….shocking how far & wide that goes! Industries inform & bribe legislators using false data; legislators believe those & pass

laws which only make sense if holding to false safety & eEcacy data, glad-handing themselves every step of the way.

NO industries in this end-stage toxic capitalism, will admit, most ails a body gets, heal themselves, or stabilize themselves. The

germ theory, perpetrated by industries for massive proPts, & aided & abetted by legislators who are heavily bribed by the

industries, ARE COMMITTING MURDERS on a pervasive scale. Letters to legislators, might should at least gently include that.

 But, letters’ claims must be substantiable, from well known records.  And, for heavens sake, protect yourself from

retaliation…use layers of anonymity as well as you can.  You could even start it by saying, you are hiding your ID, out of fear of

retaliation, because, THAT HAS been happening.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's about time you began suing these evil criminals! Everyone who has a bit of money, power and inluence, should be doing the same.

It's great, that so many people are "choosing" to walk off the job, rather than be injected with the experimental nanobot solution. When

this case is Pled; I hope it includes all the mainstream LIES; IE: "Novel" (Patents go back many years); "Protection" (by the

manufacturers own admission; the shot neither prevents transmission, nor infection); "PCR tests" that do not detect covid-19 and only

serve to inlate the "numbers", in order to maintain the narrative of the "Deadly Virus"!

Also; forcing any healthy person to restrict their breathing by covering their breathing apparatus with a mask, forcing them to avoid their

fellow human beings and DEMANDING that they show proof of "vaccination" if they want to continue participating in society, is evil,

criminal and illegal. It MUST be stopped! Above, are only a few of the many lies that surround this covid psyops. None of us are sick yet;

are we?! Wake up and smell the obvious!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A precedent was already set; "Bantam Books v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58 (1963), the Supreme Court held that state oEcials violated the

First Amendment by sending letters to booksellers warning that the sale of certain named books was potentially unlawful."  So, Warren's

illegal acts should have consequences.
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MALoftus1374
Joined On 1/13/2012 7:17:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well done Dr. Mercola.   Finally, we are starting to see justice being played out.  Who do they think they are?  They can break the law and

then go after those that follow it..   Good Luck!
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren is a power grasping quisling who was so humiliated by her Presidential run she makes Killary look positively tame by

comparison. This is just one more way she's trying to keep her name in the spotlight. What a pathetic excuse for a human being. She is

an example of the challenge to love the person and hate the deed. In her case, though, like many others, she has sold her soul to the

devil, so I'm afraid God will have to sort it out. I've got too many murdered Americans to pray for Prst. Maybe later? I bought the book to

vote for freedom as by then I Pgured I had learned most of what was in it. I guess it's time to read it! 

😄
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GrasshopperMoonbower
Joined On 10/31/2021 2:16:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this post The law is applied by those who wrote it to use against the folks it applies to That's one lesson about law that you

sort of have to go to jail to learn... The law is totally arbitrary in application But instead of putting doctor M away they keep us all in the

jail of ignorance and divisiveness Sure would love to read the book Tired of all this lousy IsoLa That is Solitary isolation where they

locked us down in  Unless u got their  little *** And vaxxport to go free... Until it expires Folks know smells bad in Nantucket and just

hold their nose
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who thinks they are above the law ?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only those who think it will never come to bite them back. Well they are wrong, and this lawsuit helps them to realize it! GOOD!

We need to discourage wrongful behavior and it needs to be nipped in the bud and peaceably punished. Dr Mercola is doing the

right thing. We thank and applaud you Dr Mercola! This is a light in the darkness and a lift of relief to the weight on our psyches.

BRAVO!!! APPRECIATION!!! GO GO GO GO!!!! THANK YOU DR MERCOLA, ROBERT F KENNEDY AND RONNIE CUMMINS!!!!
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sjac21
Joined On 9/20/2013 4:21:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonderful Wonderful News Dr. Mercola!!  You have stood up for your convictions, knowledge, country, fellow humans, thank you from

the bottom of my heart!  I applaud your bravery also throughout this appalling avalanche of misinformation but worst of all the damage

done to innocent people.....criminal. I had no trouble today with Amazon ordering my 2nd Mercola book as well as Robert Kennedy's.

Again, thank you, I have followed you for over 20 years, and been thankful and educated along the way!
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katrena
Joined On 9/2/2010 5:27:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for your courage and for educating and sharing all your valuable information…. I have followed you since approx

2001 and I am saddened that I can no longer access the thousands of articles written by you that I considered my ‘health bible’, as a

result of the persecution you are dealing with. I am saving many articles as I can, although I have missed a few super valuable ones, like

the recent one from Nov 3, where I believe OSHA regulations were changed to protect companies from suits of vaccine injuries and

deaths, protecting big pharma and other institutions….maybe you will post this article again…..I am praying for you and your family,

friends and supporters and am super grateful that you continue this Pght for truth in health

🌅♥🌺

thank you 

🌸

 thank you 

🌸

 thank

you 

🌸

 blessings upon blessings for you, Feeling grateful for you in this Pshing town of Little River, South Carolina, just north of Myrtle

Beach, Katrena Smith, wife of a PrePghter and mom to two teenage boys

♥
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo Dr. M!   Time to Pght Pre with Pre. Let's put Dizzy Lizzy into a full blown Tizzy! Taking control of your health...one unPt Bureaucrat

at a time!  No turning back now. This is not a drill!!
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RobbyDC
Joined On 12/4/2013 7:13:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go get her Doc! We're all standing behind you.
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kbam_eld
Joined On 11/7/2009 1:12:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She is not the only one. This largest controller is in bed with the Government and that is Facebook. All the data they have on everyone,

all the control, all the censorship, and together with the Gov. as we have seen they seem an unstoppable force, as they have an army of

lawyers and advisers will to do anything to further their careers. No court or Judge seems to be able to take any case against them

without repercussions . But tyranny normally burns out, however I am afraid for the kids and the jab as they dont know whats in store

for them
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A step in the right direction.  Many of us are getting misinformation fatigue spewed by our president his cmo, federal and state

politicians, health authorities.  I turn off all MSM but this drip drip of misinformation, must stop.  Thank you for taking ms Warren to

court and holding her accountable for her dangerous dribble

💖
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minipop
Joined On 10/4/2020 7:47:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola, I remember when a friend in NY was shouting down the phone about the NY Times printing what a ratbag you were for

stating Vit D was worthy of taking against the Covid 19.  To which I tried to say, "yes he's right", but was shouted down.  But now, you

can have the rebuttal to all of the naysayers and give all these people a much needed health lesson on how to look after themselves.

 Well done and all the best to all of you there who Pght the course for freedom.  Blessings from NZ
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I observe people taking a side and clinging onto it and being advocates for that side.  They are numerous and not in positions to be

inluential, so certainly they are doing it on their own for whatever reason that is mysterious to me.  At some high levels of inluence, I

suspect many are controlled or paid to take that side, but some are so obviously stupid that I suspect they are unpaid "useful idiots."

 Either way, do they imagine they will be rewarded for betraying the people in favor of Luciferian globalists and put in positions of royalty

and ruling over us?  How is it that they believe their fate would be different than the useful idiots of history?

 RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was told to look at it like this, those people out there really want to help others.  They are using what they've been given because

that's how they've been trained (brainwashed).  At heart, they really are trying.  Then go up the chain from there.  Fauci sees the

$$ that Bill is offering.  The WHO sees the $$ Bill is offering.  Bet ya $1.00 that Biden sees the $$ that Gates is offering as well - -

What a nightmare.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, you are right on. What irks me is that it is only unethical people who allow themselves to be swayed by money.

Ethical people will not stoop to wrongdoing just because they are paid. So as they say, follow the money. I say, follow the

unethical corruption. Teach your children to be ethical and that we can make a big buck doing good instead of harming other

people, the environment and other causes.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great news!  Keep it simple, all these should be slam dunks.  If the courts want to show the world they can do the right thing, we win!  If

the courts want to show the world they're corrupt, we win!  If it gets to SCOTUS, Sotomayor will be inaudible under her muzzle, Alito and

Thomas are good, all eyes will be on Kavanaugh, Barrett, and Roberts... yikes, let's hope!
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jjule85
Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That fake . She should have to pay back the grants she took for being a fake Indian. Lose her senate seat for being a fake. Lose all her

benePts for lying and being a fake. Sue her that disgusting human.
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shout out to Westerlund who posted yesterday a talk by Dr. David Martin at the Weston Price Foundation conference.  I’m reposting,

even though I’m guessing others will too, as this one is especially signiPcant — Martin continues to make great strides forward in his

research, analysis and revelations.  Not unlike the idea of the pyramid of behind the scenes companies (“Who Owns the World”) that Dr

Mercola has reported on, Martin has uncovered shell companies that are actually contractors who apparently are set up to accept

liability for the major Pharmaceutical companies.  

This is vis-à-vis the immunity shield issue — “the indemniPed party is a cover operation”.  Also uncovered a company whose express

purpose is the dissemination of govt. sponsored propaganda.   Martin displays a list — has named them “The Covid Privateers”.  Plus

other sobering revelations, but the whole presentation is worthwhile and uplifting, because he depicts an unstoppable force forward.

 (Just like our Dr Mercola!) www.bitchute.com/.../ZEWxAXFfHVka
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr.Mercola you have always been on the side of right and truth.Good wishes to you and your fellow companions in your pursuit of

justice.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

David Martin is a brilliant man. He has an encyclopedic mind that really is amazing.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The wisdom of Native American proverbs for our times: There is nothing as elegant as a rattlesnake’s tail.  (Don’t tread on me.) It is less

of a problem to be poor than dishonest. Wisdom comes only when you stop looking for it and start living the life the Creator intended

for you. When a man moves away from nature his heart becomes hard. It does not require many words to speak the truth. Ask

questions from your heart and you will be answered from the heart.
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ebaymike66
Joined On 4/9/2013 10:31:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is great  news! I hope you kick their ass and mop the loor with them in court! Somebody needs to take that pig's money. She needs

to have her ass handed to her. I used to think she was OK until she turned into a big corporate, fat cat, big-Pharma pig. Now I hope she

gets walloped in court and loses a lot of money and gets ordered to STFU.
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jeannie23
Joined On 3/12/2011 11:47:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Done and donated! I am so fed up with these hypocritical tyrants who tolerate nothing but their own agenda. I used to like her years

ago,. Now I'm completely disgusted. The irony is - many of them think they are right and it is their duty to "educate the others."  They can

take their righteousness and shove it up their you know what.
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rbagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC, the White House, and Congress are the largest disseminaters of harmful misinformation, and all of them are essentially above

the law. While I don't think the suit will achieve its goals, perhaps the media will pick up on it. On second thought, if the media did cover

this, they will spin it and frame it as more misinformation.
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JAMK
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:16:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I hope you win BIG!  But then again, if any amount you win, it will not equal or surpass the great value of service you provide

for the true All Americans!
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The covid hoax has turned the whole world upside down and has to stop! The woke politicians have to be kicked out of oEce before

they destroy the world. I pray that the states rush their audits like Arizona and Wisconsin. Wisconsin will now probably be the Prst state

to withdraw their electoral college votes to de-certify their elections because of the massive fraud evidence. 1776 coming....
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junebabywoh.rr.com
Joined On 8/30/2017 2:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with this lawsuit, but, OCA has a big belief in climate change?  which causes me to have trust issues with him and oca?
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Climate change is another scam that the Dims are pushing. It is another fear-based method to tax and control us. The Dims are

trying their best to morph our democratic republic into communism. All the steps outlined by Naomi Klein have been checked off.
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debgessell
Joined On 6/24/2010 11:22:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren lied to me, Dr. Mercola has not.
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ldo5111
Joined On 8/21/2017 4:14:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you, Dr. Mercola!!!!  Set up a place on your web site where we can help with your legal fees!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's a link toward the bottom of the article.
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any citizen can sue in Federal Court in this vein that includes forms of the word 'conspire' 12 times on the page ...  Private antitrust

litigation in the United States content.next.westlaw.com/6-632-8692   At issue is the question of whether Warren is acting as an agent

for big pharma to squash any competition. "At the federal level, the primary statutory source of antitrust liability is the Sherman Act,

which prohibits conspiracies in restraint of trade and unlawful monopolization (see Question 9)." Clearly Brits wrote the article, Pghting

to save America, ironic.
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NikkiEagle
Joined On 8/19/2015 6:07:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And just think; this woman has worked for many years 'teaching' (indoctrinating) our children.  She is either woefully lacking in

discernment , or despicably corrupt but which really doesn't matter as the end result is the horrible damage that she causes.  My State

is the absolute worst in the ilk that it has turned out in way of "elected' representatives. (We also get to dubiously claim Neal and

Markey, both schilling for pharma for decades).  I pray that this lawsuit lands in a non-captured court and successfully takes this

creature down a few pegs.
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Rob2983
Joined On 10/22/2020 6:46:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I pray that there really are “non-captured courts”. Surely there are a few honorable judges left!
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Louise_B
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for taking them on. All the best with it. 1930s Germany must stop.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:11:20 AM
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MyLucky10
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Go for it!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:06:08 AM
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bgraceg
Joined On 3/30/2013 10:10:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kudos!! It's about time we started Pghting back against the heinous suppression of the truth and attempted destruction of good people

trying to make a difference.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 3:32:17 AM
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, look what's going to happen to Dr. Anthony Fauci, apparently, a world-renowned pseudo-coronavirus expert. He should be in

prison for lying and spreading disinformation. He is a politician, not a medical researcher.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 3:42:01 AM
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ccbice54
Joined On 7/20/2016 2:21:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Dr. Mercola - Stand up for YOUR rights and don't back down to these tyrants.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 2:44:48 AM
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NoFear11
Joined On 1/12/2021 5:27:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ccbice54 - Maybe this is what you meant too, but I would say Dr Mercola (& RFK Jr et al) is standing up for his rights alright, but

in doing so he is standing up for ALL OF humanity’s rights. All OUR rights. And we are the growing bunch standing right behind

him, and the other brave leaders, to end global tyranny, before it gets a stronger, permanent foothold than the big boot of

suppression and fascism already stamping on us all.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:19:59 AM
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

immunity for dummies in Dutch but very interesting www.youtube.com/watch   You will be surprised.
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The US government's food pyramid is full of disinformation. Will Pocahontas be censoring that too?
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BLESS YOU DR MERCOLA. I totally support you 100%!
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nopapersplease
Joined On 8/23/2021 6:28:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo, Dr. M. I hope you strip this woman of not only her power but every last dime to her name. The left won't stop violating the law

until they are suitably punished. We need to make an example of her.
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In a Public Health class I took at a “top ten” University, one of the most inluential bits of guidance I took away was, when reading about

health, in order to assess veracity and credibility, to keep an eye out for footnotes and to then check the sources of information and

references.  It seemed simple enough to do and I've followed that advice over the years.  That Dr. Mercola offers sources and

references was one of the key distinguishing factors to earn my trust and respect.  In searching to learn about “real” health  from the

layperson point of view, I’ve reviewed many sources of health info -- internet as well as print, and Dr. Mercola’s work rose to the top in

my view — along with that of the Weston A. Price Foundation.  

The wish has now crossed my mind that Senator Warren could be asked to make restitution in part simply by actually reading “The

Truth About COVID-19”!  As well as a bunch of Dr. M’s articles.  Would it be too much of a pipe dream that she could also be asked to

“check the references”?! Blessings and strength to Dr M, Cummins, RFK Jr and Chelsea Green books!  Fellow Mercolans, if you believe

in prayer, or perhaps practice visualization, now we have a speciPc outcome toward which to channel our vibrational energies!  Also,

there’s power in the concept of “Make every prayer a prayer of gratitude”!  And remember what Wayne Dyer has said — "You’ll see it

when you believe it”!   Gratitude, blessings and strength to all!
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Sillyheart
Joined On 7/13/2009 9:52:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So proud of your integrity and tenacity!!! "Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down his life for his friends" (John 15:13). This

is what you have done for each and every one of us. You have stood up and said a resounding "NO" to the powers that be. May God

bless you and protect you and yours. Thank you so very much Dr. Mercola!!!
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo! We've cussed and discussed this long enough, now the time is long past to "Walk the Walk". We know the legislative and

executive branches are compromised/corrupted, now we'll see just how corrupted the judicial branch is. I suspect the perps of this

plandemic feel they have the judicial system under control by the way they ignore the laws and the Constitution[just a piece of paper]. I

have sent a contribution to OCA in support of this legal action. I also support ICAN in their legal endeavors. This is my way of taking

action.
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randolph3377
Joined On 7/21/2012 12:01:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizebeth Warren has always had a high opinion of herself. Anytime I saw her in online news, I would write about how absurdly

ridiculous she was and that she never fooled me with her stupid rhetoric. I've always thought she was the biggest dingbat in politics and

I hate to say it, a dangerous dingbat because there are so many idiots today. Teach the dingbat a lesson and hit her where it hurts the

most, her wallet. This will be the only thing that will carry any weight for the witch and show her that her lying words have real

consequences this time.
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offthegrid
Joined On 6/5/2011 12:56:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so happy to hear this. I can't believe I was ever a Democrat. They have so shown to those paying attention who they are in reality. I

would love to follow this and know the outcome, Dr. Mercola is a hero and we need more like him!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Democratic party has been highjacked by Marxist. I'm not sure they can ever recover.
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DrDave99
Joined On 2/11/2012 4:49:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many people are in support of your stance against the Gestapo of the Biden Regime. Thank you.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is precisely what needs to happen & I am truly grateful to Dr. Mercola. Ronnie Cummins, & Chelsea Green Publishing for taking this

legal action.
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xileenie
Joined On 9/30/2012 3:03:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nutjob Senator Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts ran for oEce on the premise of Pxing the student loan debt issues plaguing college

graduates and keeping some students from realizing their goal of a higher education.  You never hear her mention anything about

student loan debt anymore. Now she spends her time rambling on and on about anti-vaxxers and misinformation.  In the meantime,

student loan debt has now exceeded a record 1.7 TRILLION $$$$$$.

www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2021/02/20/student-loan-debt-statist..  Oh and Liz, change the term anti-vaxxer to the more

correct term of anti-vax injury!    If vaccines were as "safe and effective" as the drug companies want us to think they are, then this

conversation about misinformation would be rendered as unnecessary.
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hog7815
Joined On 11/5/2021 11:14:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I devoured this book and agreed with every word of it ... bought copies for friends, too.  I would look forward to a "version 2" as things

evolve. BRAVO on this lawsuit.  She and others need to understand ditch lines.
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blitzie
Joined On 3/12/2007 11:31:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on!  Striking back at these forked tongued congressmen and presidents is way overdue.  There is so much conlict of interest

between Big Everything and government, which has morphed into government by, for, and of the corporations.  We need a third party

and a parliamentary form of government.  Our Constitution is not working for the working people; we have an oligarchy.  Justice, laws,

and regulations are for sale, and Congress is the New World's version of Old World Aristocracy.
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is great news!  The evil ones play hardball, they won't be defeated by half-measures.  I'm thrilled to see Dr. Mercola on the

offensive.  Sure sounds like a solid case.
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Warren is a fascist. A known liar, lying about a Native American heritage. And using that boldface lie to further herself Pnancially. Dr.

Mercola you need to seek compensation that will ruin this corrupt politician..
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is just great news!!!  Thank you, Dr. Mercola, Ronnie Cummins and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.  If anything is going to change then it will

be because people like you take a stand!!  Thank you, thank you, thank you.  I am praying that you are successful!
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NinaRi
Joined On 2/4/2017 5:31:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Dr. Mercola!! Way to go, Dr. Mercola!
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Danviel
Joined On 3/17/2007 3:02:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Godspeed Dr. Mercola…..dig your heels in and keep punching.  The only way to beat the likes of a phony Elizabeth Warren is take her

head on.  Like a hard boiled egg, they are soft on the inside.
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jea1613
Joined On 8/21/2017 7:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really hope you succeed!! Thank you, Jean and Barry  (UK)
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yayanna
Joined On 1/18/2011 2:22:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so glad to hear this. I will be donating to the cause. Thank you all for challenging this evil.
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HighTreason
Joined On 7/4/2021 4:41:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the case goes all the way to the Supreme Court, I suspect Elizabeth Warren will lose. It does appear to be a lagrant violation of the

First Amendment. As a precedent has been set, she will have only propaganda to stand on. If the materials sources and research are

solid, a defence of hot air and propaganda should fail against rea data.
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rbagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's highly unlikely. First, the judge at the lower court must hear the case. In all probability, she will dismiss it. If she does hear

it, then it has to wind its way up through the courts, where a judge at one level or another will dismiss it. If it does go to the

Supreme Court, and if it truly is a Constitutional violation, Chief Justice Roberts will dismiss it, as he has a history of being afraid

to hear cases Pghting liberal politics.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be aware brain dead  Biden could use Presidential Pardon Power....As written in Article II, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution, the

President's power to pardon seems nearly limitless:    "[The President] shall have Power to Grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offences

against the United States, except in Cases of Impeachment." She is a whiner and a big mouthed C%%t but Biden is a meat head also.and

the US justice system is a stageshow
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the usa is a stage show....every political idiot has  preformed  major felony offences against the US citizens .just by allowing kids

under 18 to be Jabbed" with a known toxin  ...without parental consent.and the Parents shoud be crimally charged if the allow

their children to be Jabbed by a know toxin...but the Justice system just turns a blind eye toward these crimes.... Justice

Departments are a scam.....
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Joined On 3/30/2021 7:50:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish you all the best with this lawsuit. I hope to see many more like this. The censorship  on free speech in this world is pure insanity.

 We will always be in this situation as long as we vote in and blindly trust politicians like  Warren . I put my faith and trust in the Lord

only.
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MarkAlred
Joined On 8/13/2008 10:08:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you’re suing her for tens of millions of dollars, for all the damage she is doing to the United States! And to you !! These hypocrite,

and brood of vipers need to be taken down!
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patland0
Joined On 4/22/2018 2:24:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola!!
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

High government oEcials often consider themselves above the law. When it comes to spreading dangerous and false misinformation

that can really hurt people they need to held accountable. Ms. Warren has long felt that she is above the law and beyond public

reproach and she needs to feel the long arm of the law. Thanks for taking this action against her. Democracy needs to be defended.
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Coro5259
Joined On 2/14/2017 5:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BRAVO Dr. Mercola !!!! I applaud brave doctors like you. There are SO many that agree with you but the are silent because they are afraid

of what the gobernment (s) can do to them. The propaganda keeps washing the brains of people. It is about time that someone stood

up !  I pray that the rest of the colleagues will join you soon. We cannot allow our rights, our toughts, our moral and principles  to be

highjacked by the so called "powerful" .  Let's join forces. Positive energy goes to you from the Netherlands.

God be with you.
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fyldeherbman
Joined On 2/9/2021 11:51:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. Wishing you every success.... but it is a sad state of affairs that it has come to this. Hopefully the outcome will be the loss

of her position and livelihood and payment of compensation to you from her own funds.
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onesolarday
Joined On 2/21/2017 1:00:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bought the book and loved it, went back to amazon in my purchases list. hmmm, NOT showing, i found that quite odd, suspicious, but

expected after lizzys crazed request. Perhaps this is another way they are blocking your book. it won't show up in the purchases list. at.

all. I was able to search it myself and purchased 2 more books for gifts. Oh and the analogy to the matrix, ok, but a far better analogy is

the series The Expanse. (funny its on amazon) where the belters are the working class, and earth and mars are the oligarchies and

force workers by cutting off air and food to the belters. As you can follow, war breaks out, the workers have had enough. Off they go

into the 'expanse' where a proto molecule wreaks havoc on all peoples. ya, proto molecule. i watched it then read the books.

Oh and @datadragon , wow, real good links. i saved most of them. thanks for those. Its my Prst post even though i came to read for

years. i now am reading breggins book. someone mercola interviewed also. i also bought your book on healthy fats, and read all

dinicolantonios books too. Keep up the great work, love kennedy's opening, love how your book lowed. It was Plled with empathy,

caution, hope. make some more!!! God bless with the suit. i was born and grew up in mass. lizzy is an jerk. somebody needs to put her

in her place once and for all. the woman doesn't think, just latches onto anything that will get her attention. theres a word for that, i

won't mention it. ~Li
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The covid shots are experimental gene therapies, not vaccines. They are proving to be deadly. Millions have been severely injured and

killed. Sen. Warren is way off her rocker in defending the assault on the lives of all Americans. When will the Dims start seeing reality?
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InderVohra
Joined On 9/22/2009 11:47:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My best wishes for Dr Mercola.
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SupporterT
Joined On 11/8/2021 11:40:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heroes, thank you for Pghting for all of us.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good! Very Good, she's a corrupt criminal, who needs to have her Pnancial base destroyed and castrated.
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moghadasi
Joined On 3/30/2013 1:46:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Way to go and good for you all. Give this Senator a taste of her own medicine. Shame on Warren. How does she dare to do such

intervention.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on ya!  This woman calls herself a "progressive"?  Wouldn't a massive reduction in disease due to better nutrition be PROGRESS?

 If this is what a progressive does; what, then, is a fascist?
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dale95
Joined On 4/16/2017 12:15:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are my heroes. I told a person that raising vitamin D levels helped health in so many ways, including Pghting covid. She thought I

was a crack pot. She said taking Vitamin D was a questionable thing to do. There is misinformation going on.
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pfonsco
Joined On 11/8/2021 9:35:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you, Dr. Mercola! Thank you for your effort and dedication to telling the truth. I had bought your book in Audible when it Prst

came out and I when I heard people were trying to ban it from Amazon I purchased a hard copy right away. I wish you success in this

lawsuit and in your pursuit to help people!
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent work Dr. Mercola, Chelsea Green Publishing, and Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
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sonny08
Joined On 12/21/2009 11:03:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pocahontas is just the typical Lying Hypocritical  Anti-American POS Politician.    By the way Doc when are you going to increase the

time your posts stay up on your website? The C 19  is a complete Falsehood , sold by Fearporn Media 24/7 and those who control

Governments WorldWide and now these Luciferians  come for your children/grandchildren - Don't Allow Yourself To Be Fooled and

Intimidated.  Step Into The Light and Fight.
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chr2691
Joined On 1/22/2018 12:08:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am glad to hear you are doing this! May truth prevail!
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346nyc
Joined On 3/2/2018 11:52:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love you all more and more every single day. Thank you for Pghting for all of us Dr. Mercola. I hope you take everything Elizabeth

Warren has because all these politicians seem to understand is money. That's all they care about... so take it all from her. All of it.
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mcportaro
Joined On 8/29/2010 8:40:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go get her for every penny you can Dr. Mercola, bankrupt her!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IDK........she is a 'devil in drag'....an old hag has been ....and she has an endless supply of legal 'playmoney' she can produce...and that

the  stuff that makes it not an easy task... THe 'good-ol-days' of having a 'DreamTeam' are long gone.... I am NOT gonna bet on this

contest.... not in today's  mindset.... Years ago it used to be "Plaintiff Vs Defendant "  but now its all twisted and interpolated.... A Fair

Fight was one on one.....now a fair Pght is  17 blacks against one white.......or blues or greens or ????  :)LOL
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Portulaca
Joined On 10/9/2007 8:19:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just donated for FREEDOM.  I hope Warren’s bum get kicked to the curb.
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rooby9
Joined On 11/26/2010 1:32:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a progressive educator and college professor, Elizabeth Warren should be the *last* person to call for censorship of a book,

especially a good book with such an extensive citation list and index.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I doubt she's even read it
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

namelyliberty.com/gov-newsom-injured-by-moderna-booster-shot-source-te..  This is from RFK's website and I couldn't access it at Prst

so hope you can connect through this URL. "Gov. Newsom Injured by Moderna Booster Shot, Source Tells The Defender - Source:

Children's Health Defense - November 8, 2021 at 2:36 pm. A source close to California Gov. Gavin Newsom today told The Defender the

governor experienced an adverse reaction to the Moderna COVID vaccine he received Oct. 27.

The source, who asked not to be identiPed, said Newsom’s symptoms were similar to those associated with Guillain–Barré syndrome

(GBS), a known side effect of many vaccines. GBS is a neurological disorder in which the body’s immune system mistakenly attacks

part of its peripheral nervous system — the network of nerves located outside of the brain and spinal cord — and can range from a very

mild case with brief weakness to paralysis to leaving the person unable to breathe independently. The governor has not been seen in

public since he was photographed Oct. 27 getting his COVID booster."
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Brd9285
Joined On 4/30/2021 6:47:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I went to read my evening emails tonight, including from CHD and got some kind of “Service Unavailable” and also a “browser

checker” of some kind (I’m on an apple device and have even checked through Duckduckgo). Seems like some major censorship,

however each time I open up Dr. M’s email I can still access this great news-breaking story.
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MarcyBruck
Joined On 6/5/2013 8:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I purchased a second copy after Warren started her crusade to ban it. Ridiculous, and good for Dr. Mercola!
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lnd7394
Joined On 7/9/2019 9:28:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonderful news on the lawsuit.  Like others I had in the past approved of much of what Elizabeth Warren stood for, but she really

showed her true self, now didn't she!??!!  Congratulations to Dr. Mercola, Mr. Cummins, Mr. Kennedy, and Chelsea Green (hope spellings

are correct) in their pursuit of justice.  FINALLY.
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Mil55903
Joined On 4/21/2021 10:54:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for Pghting for all of us.  I just ordered your book!!!
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samsuetwo
Joined On 6/6/2010 7:19:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article. I purchased 2 copies of his book. The Prst one from Chelsea Publishing and then 1 from Amazon. We all need to hold

these politicians accountable, who think that they are above the law and can spread their own misinformation and disinformation and

then get private companies to do their dirty work for them. Once their lies are out there they take on a life of their own and when the

truth is revealed, the media does not report it.

Dr. Mercola Pghts to get the truth out there for us and when new information comes to light he does not hesitate to correct any

information he has shared. I will continue to support him and all the others who are Pghting for the real truth to get out there and

Pghting to protect our freedom and rights that came form God and out forefathers gave their lives in order to protect those rights and

freedom. With Veteran's Day just a few days away we need to Pght even harder for the truth as our thank you to the veterans who fought

so hard and gave their lives to protect our freedom. I have a great respect for OCA and Ronnie Cummins and will support them in this

lawsuit.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all know this witch speaketh with false tongue.
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mickermo
Joined On 5/4/2009 10:35:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I see it! good old Elizabeth just doesn't have a PLAN for it Thanks god you and the other 12 or 13 misinformationer's, gui< darzon

and the rest continue provide so much in-depth truth analysis on the covid-19 front. I agree, who the hell does she think she is!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good, I'm tired of these peddlers of misinformation using Alinsky tactics to silence real information.  I hope you win big.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:56:42 PM
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fantastic, this is awesome news! Sue the sh*t out of her!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:33:20 PM
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Nad33842
Joined On 11/6/2021 7:42:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for your courage and leadership in the Pght against those who would try to take our rights. They shall not

succeed!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:31:15 PM
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Chimonger
Joined On 2/6/2008 10:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More should do lood legislators, not only in letters to Warren, but, others…everywhere, because, legislators have been phishing for

supports far from their jurisdictions; therefore, they can receive letters condemning their votes, from everywhere outside their

jurisdictions… PAPER LETTERS VIA USPS, & if able, send them Return Receipt, so you know who signed for it there. They are following

FALSE/CORRUPT/ERRONEOUS SCIENCE, NOT THE REAL KIND. The science they follow, is all based, long ago, on the old, and lawed,

Germ Theory. That was wrong at inception, before published, yet, because it sounded like a “war” to be “battled”, the Males in charge,

bought into it like crazy.  

Before anyone realized, any product, service, or such, sold the public, was also predicated on killing the germs to protect us….shocking

how far & wide that goes! Industries inform & bribe legislators using false data; legislators believe those & pass laws which only make

sense if holding to false safety & eEcacy data, glad-handing themselves every step of the way. NO industries in this end-stage toxic

capitalism will admit, most ailments a body gets, heal themselves, or stabilize themselves, or, can be healed or helped by simpler

methods.

The germ theory, perpetrated by industries for massive proPts, & aided & abetted by legislators who are heavily bribed by the industries,

ARE COMMITTING MURDERS on a pervasive scale. Letters to legislators, might should at least gently include that.  But, letters’ claims

must be substantiable, from well known records.  And, for heavens sake, protect yourself from retaliation…use layers of anonymity as

well as you can.  You could even start it by saying, you are hiding your ID, out of fear of retaliation, because, THAT HAS been happening.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 4:21:46 PM
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gioiello
Joined On 4/28/2008 3:31:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I donated.  You are my hero Dr. Mercola! I'm glad you're Pghting back!  Love your book...
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mho2363
Joined On 1/7/2016 12:02:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent. George Webb at Neighborhoodnewsstudio.com might be able to provide more research facts for your court case. He is

currently suing CNN.
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Chimonger
Joined On 2/6/2008 10:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YAY!  MAKE IT A TIGHT CASE!  GATHER OTHERS TO LAUNCH SIMILAR SUITES!!! (BECAUSE, CLASS-ACTION SUITES ARE FAKE IN

THEMSELVES, THAT BENEFIT LAWYERS & INDUSTRIES IN THE WRONG, NOT HUMANS).
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premonition
Joined On 1/25/2013 11:46:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At One time Elizabeth Warren was the best candidate for president but she has apparently drank too much of the cool aid noticeably

beginning when she refused to shake Bernie's hand. Now she has really gone down the tubes.
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jjule85
Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being a fake Indian and not repaying the grants. That shows the level of her corruption. She was never a good candidate, ever.

She only sounded that way. I learned my lesson with Obama. Sound good and are good, two very different things

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 3:13:03 PM
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erwincillo
Joined On 11/8/2021 1:49:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do follow Doctor Mercola's health news letter and his comments every day

THANKS Doctor Mercola for your lawsuit and words. It is for all American people AND around the world to know the truth about our

health. It is our freedom to choose what we read, what we eat, what medicine to take, what medical doctor to see, what medicine to

take. THANKS. YOUR LEGAL FIGHT IS OUR FREEDOM.

In my family we follow the vitamin protocol and THANKS GOD we have not been infected.

In GOD WE TRUST and we follow AND LISTEN wise advice and prudent recommendations.

Three members of my family DID choose to go with the vaccine and GUESS WHAT? the rest of us RESPECTED their decision. We NEVER

CONDEMN them BUT we all pray for GOD to protect us all

Despite the about I will order YOUR BOOK in Amazon for showing our public support for your Pght

Please tell doctor RONNIE CUMMINS to RETHINK about climate change and NOT to follow Bill Gates.

It is like thinking that GOD creating the world FORGOT to see the human beings HE also created will destroy HIS own CREATION. It is for

me to ask for Gates to live 200 years so he can see how real is the stupid theory of climate change
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excelente.
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islander129
Joined On 1/17/2017 6:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravp.Dr. Mercola, Robert Kennedy, Jr., and Chelsea Green! I applaud Chelsea Green for publishing this book. IMO Warren's actions also

constitute restraint of trade. Sue her for libel, lawyer's fees, and damages (both commercial and personal as in "personal anguish"). She

deserves to be SLAPPED DOWN!!
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coya4321
Joined On 9/19/2011 9:29:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

oh please sue her..I  have the sad affair of having her as a representative of my state..
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Labsndoxies
Joined On 4/17/2009 1:49:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is great!! Go after the old crone!! Toni
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cjohnstonexedyusa.com
Joined On 4/13/2013 12:11:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the only way this WOKE freedom of Speech silence is going to stop, Sue on!  Democrats are the biggest spreader of

misinformation there is, and there FAKE media..
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jbtjanebtodarocom
Joined On 11/8/2009 2:20:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What Senator Warren is doing is absolutely shocking.  As I've said, the Democrats have really dropped the ball on this one. Thank you

very much for what you're doing for us, Dr. Mercola.  The best of luck to you, Ronnie, Bobby and Chelsea Green Publishing!
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TurquoiseBlu
Joined On 2/2/2009 4:26:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I am so proud of you for standing solid for all  of our Constitutional Rights.  I raise my hands to you in total thankfulness for

your mega efforts.  Bless your sweet heart........today you made my heart smile in warmth and gratitude.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, go after Elizabeth Warren and her incompetent supporters.  You will win. In the meantime each day commenters and

posters far and wide around the world should support and repeat Paul Craig Roberts, "...the only reason for them to persist with illegally

mandated mass vaccination is that they have a depopulation agenda".

 www.lewrockwell.com/2021/11/paul-craig-roberts/excess-deaths-from-the-..   Mike Whitney on the depopulation agenda.

 www.unz.com/mwhitney/excess-deaths-point-to-depopulation-agenda/#new_c..
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Otis, life is too busy already but I'll give your PCR (that's an unfortunate monogram, ey !) essay some time later this evening

when I return from crisis d'jour. I'm now stacking my prayer rugs ten high hoping that this will have an ampliPcation effect on my

prayers and plea for a Streisand Effect blowback against Warren. Regards !
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Add as Friend  Send Message

epi, PCR essay??
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paul Craig Roberts    PCR    Polymerase Chain Reaction  (the bogus and useless "test" that determines whether a subject has

COVID). Both initials are PCR. The thought behind the remark is that I have much respect and appreciation for the former and

none for the latter.
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Truth doesn't mind being questioned.  A lie doesn't like to be challenged". Wishing you all the best, Dr Mercola, with your legal suit.

 Despicable people like Senator Warren need to be challenged more and more;  I wonder when that PoS Fauci will Pnally be exposed for

the Benedict Arnold he truly is..?? I do hope the mainstream media pick up on this action so that the majority of the sheep will become

aware of what is really going on - although even were they to be presented with hard-core facts - I'm not sanguine about these

permeating the consciousness of more than the few who are already disillusioned.

However, in my UK Newspaper - The Daily Telegraph (aka The 'Torygraph') – I am heartened to read more and more acerbic comments

about this entire COVID sham and resistance to vaccine passports et al - even though I haven't yet seen any coverage from their

reporters about the protest in London on 30 October - let alone the one in Victoria. Thank you for continuing to keep your head above

the parapet and being one of the potent voices against those who seek to enslave us.
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cvc7016
Joined On 5/25/2015 9:09:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ELIZABETH Warren is a pathetic, lying, NON Native American, who does her Democratic Party no good!  So glad you’re suing her!!
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article and other things La Liz has said and done makes me look at her differently. She needs to be concerned about the

information in and sales of her own book. She needs to follow that adage; “Stay in your wheelhouse.”  Hopefully, one day,  the truth will

be revealed about COVID and the masses will see how they are being played for fools.  Oops; Dr. Mercola & Ronnie Cummins have

already done that by writing a book but Lizzy still isn’t convinced. Oh well!
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jolina
Joined On 8/2/2015 1:45:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you prevail. These battles must be won in the courtroom. We need to know the US judiciary is still an independent body capable

of upholding the constitution. Thanks for all you do.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren is busy digging her own grave.  Looking forward to Dr. Mercola et al. winding their way through the courts while

exposing the attacks on our First Amendment right to free speech. Misinformation by politicians, MSM, and big pharma will be front

and center and taken down in the good Pght by Dr. Mercola and friends.
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do you expect from a sickening leftist Marxist hack like Elizabeth "Hiawatha" Warren has turned into?? Anything other then Social

Justice and this know-nothing lefty would be lost even more so then she already is. She's pathetic and deserves some prison time if you

ask me!!
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dkehrler
Joined On 9/26/2012 1:31:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yay Dr. Mercola!  Good luck with the lawsuit!  Lying Warren needs to be taught a lesson.  Hope you leave her with nothing but her Indian

head dress.
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dmprisk
Joined On 5/11/2007 5:19:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you win, but from what I've heard these Senators and Congress people have it written that they can say anything and they are

protected from lawsuits. Lets prove them wrong on that. Good luck Dr. Mercola...
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cynthia120
Joined On 6/14/2011 5:37:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shame on you Elizabeth Warren!   You have just lowered yourself substantially in my view.  I have read Dr. Mercola’s book, Cummins,

RFK, Jr, “The Truth About Covid-19”,  there is a plethora of credible truth and information in it.  Obviously you haven’t read the book or

are reading it without your glasses on!
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deb3848
Joined On 2/15/2014 1:58:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is good news!  Praying that Dr. Mercola will be victorious.  I don't know why Americans are not in the streets peacefully protesting

from sea to shining sea myself like they are doing in other countries.  I feel there is strength in numbers and organization if somehow

we could all get together and make our presence felt.  I understand that many live in fear of losing their source of income and therefore

may be hesitant toward activism.  I was in the same boat until I left my job in education and moved to Texas.  
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I'm living frugally now but I am free, at least for the time being.  If anyone knows of a website or ways we can Pnd others of like mind so

we can meet and strategize locally and also nationally please let me know.  I have already joined several groups and have seen some

organized protests scheduled in a few major cities but not in my area or on a broad scale as I feel is needed. More than ready to

volunteer my humble domicile as a meeting place or anything else I can do to support the resistance.        

Unfortunately, my older son living in CA is ready to give in and get the jab.  The pressure from his work and those around him has

become too great.  Last night he told me everyone except good old mom is telling him to do it including his wife.  The CEO of his

company recently had a private meeting with my son and told him he is the last one holding out in the company and though he respects

my son's views he is now being pressured by his contractors to have 100% vaccination of all employees to keep doing business with

them.

Can you believe that?  My son said the CEO even showed him the contracts and he read the demands in writing himself! Awful!  This

morning he texted asking me if getting the J&J would be better?  I'm sad. Please advise which vaccine would have the least chance of

harm.  He is a strong muscular 36 year old man, works out at the gym regularly, eats fairly well, looks healthy but does enjoy his beer.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Deb3848 Your son must present the CEO with a Notice of Liability.  If  your son suffers ANY adverse reaction to the coerced jab,

the CEO will be held personally responsible Pnancially.  Many employers are backing off because of this NoL.  I hope this helps.

Here is a copy he can edit for his use. truthcomestolight.com/notice-questionnaire-for-employers-who-are-requi..
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A good lawyer knows the law. A great lawyer knows the judge. This is reality check on the rule of law in US and the rest of the western

world. The law is inheritendly legalized violence. It is sanctioned by the populous through the concept of consent by the governed.

When that consent disapears the pragmatic response is when do the governed revert to the God given right of SELF DEFENSE? History

teaches us that when oppression is no longer sufferable, when petitioning the king George in most humble way no longer worked,

George Washington mounted his horse. It is our right AND DUTY to replace such government and secure the future of next generation.

 What is going NOW  is genocide of children via "vaccination".
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HealthNutNews
Joined On 8/5/2001 3:11:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know you will prevail and as usual, so proud of you and Bobby. I understand that some here or or are fans of Elizabeth Warren and for

me, I never was but I respect everybody’s personal political choice. This will be epic. Congrats :-) Erin Elizabeth
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who will not admit they were wrong... www.youtube.com/watch
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AceAttorney
Joined On 8/6/2021 12:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly what does the lawsuit aim to do?  Sue Warren for Pnancial means as a form of punishment, or is it to enjoin her from attempting

to censor books in the future.  Can we get a copy of the Petition?
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tomrip1
Joined On 10/21/2013 8:40:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Dr. Dave Martin says (and we all hope) will the judicial Panlly come out of hiding and do what's expected of them?...rule on law and

jsutice. They'd better. This dingbat Warren is way outa control, like so many others administering this deadly agenda.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hold the line.  We are the majority.  The 99%.  Soon, the 'sheeple' will perish and we that remain will take out the trash.

 generaldispatch.whatPnger.com/report-irishman-speaks-citizens-of-the-..
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1wi9254
Joined On 2/14/2018 1:15:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so happy and excited you are suing that ***.  Thank you for standing up for your rights and the rights of others.
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gin4081
Joined On 7/2/2016 2:51:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank God you are suing!  I’m so glad to hear this.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue the *** out of Warren, that is all she is.  ***.
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CatherineKennelly
Joined On 8/22/2010 9:12:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Prst thing I did after getting to the third paragraph is go onto Amazon and order the book from there - speciPcally to send a

message to Amazon of my support for your work.  Thank you for you hard work, and the hours of research you and your staff do to keep

us safe and healthy!
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4644dygmail.com
Joined On 5/21/2011 1:25:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are our heroes.  May God bless you. You are the leaders representing millions of followers. We must help educate and support each

other to counteract the unrelenting pressure of blood sucker Mister Global. Billions of dollars have been transferred from the general

population to the billionaires while millions more are living in poverty and tens of thousands are being systemically killed via the

inhuman totalitarian policy dictated by Mister Global. More and more people are waking up choosing life instead of slavery and slow,

painful death. We must help Good overcome Evil and that the Truth will overcome all the adversity of Mister Global.
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missmonty
Joined On 4/6/2021 9:26:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good for you Dr. Mercola. We stand behind you against these insane ones.
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ven7452
Joined On 12/25/2013 3:17:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where does this Elizabeth get off, such misuse  of power to a corrupt and crooked end. Shame, Shame. Good on ya Dr. Mercola. Much

gratitude for all of your hard work and perseverance.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! Make that phony POS pay!
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detroittigers
Joined On 10/11/2021 9:59:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm glad to see that they are Pghting this and not letting Mz Warren get away with her lies.  These politicians need to be sued more

often.  Once they see that people are Pghting them and hopefully they start to lose in Court--maybe they'll stop acting like little gods!!
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, Good for you regarding the lawsuit! I am about to engage in a lawsuit myself here in Maine. My husband fell and hit his

head.  I called the ambulance, and he was transported to a local hospital (ER) here in Maine. He didn't have his hearing aids in his ears

so was unable to give "consent" but the staff member conducted a "fake" PCR test (nose swab) which is NOT a diagnostic tool, and

someone "declared" that he had covid.  As a result, he was a prisoner/slave for 9 days in that hospital and NOT allowed any visitors.

This, in turn, effected me as his wife, too. Who benePted?  The hospital did based on Pnancial factors. This is a "one-sided" benePt.  

Violation of anti-trust laws? Violation of "informed consent?" Violation of individual rights? NO real diagnosis? How can they legally

treat someone with NO real diagnosis? What so-called treatment did they provide? Many laws violated and too numerous to mention

here. Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician now retired)
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godskid0
Joined On 9/30/2016 11:22:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I purchased several of Dr. Mercola’s books & donated them to local libraries for the shelves. Hope they make it there.
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TRKendall
Joined On 2/19/2013 9:50:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fantastic new! Go get 'em Dr. Mercola! 100% behind you on this!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go get  'em!
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don_u
Joined On 4/27/2008 12:30:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally, someone standing up for Free Speech and taking action against those who don't!!!!  Sue her for every penny she's got.
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AJP123
Joined On 2/7/2011 12:14:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great news! The more lawsuits against these criminals the better!! We must stand for our rights, the Constitution and freedom. Do not

comply!
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WolfKC
Joined On 12/12/2006 4:00:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is great news Dr. Mercola!  I am so glad you are Pghting back with her, and standing your ground.  I live in Massachusetts and have

seen her work.  She is very evil and will do anything for power - it seems.  Her energy is very negative and she is vicious - in my opinion.

 Good Luck, stay strong, and watch your back.  I will be sending you positive energy and prayers!  You are awesome Dr. Mercola for

staying so strong through all this!!!   Thank you for helping us all!!!  We, who are good and loving, caring people need to stand up to this

evil that is trying to destroy us, and the world we live in.  Best Wishes to You!  KC
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phoenixhansen
Joined On 1/15/2009 8:01:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stand proud to be a subscriber of 14 years and a strong supporter of Dr. Mercola!  Thank you, Dr. Mercola, Ronnie Cummins, and

Robert F. Kennedy Jr.!  You are standing up for those of us who are feeling too overwhelmed and disempowered by all of the

disinformation and corruption going on. Yes, I  will gladly donate to you for showing us to get up off our knees and Pght back!  Thank

you all!
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craigco46
Joined On 3/24/2012 3:14:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I wish Mercola well with this lawsuit against this sucmbag senator from  Massachusetts, realistically I doubt if he has a snowballs

chance in hell to win this lawuit if suing for speciPc monetary damages.  THese elites in the Federal government have too much money

and backing behind them.  Years ago the Feds sued me and my hedge fund and the judge actually told my attornies that the

constitution could not be used as a defense in his courtroom.  We won the jury trial but it was an expensive defense costing in the

upper seven Pgures to do so.
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bas88078
Joined On 6/25/2015 3:32:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

maninthestreet Go get her doc
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reg96356
Joined On 3/8/2015 8:44:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get that ***!
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Sunlemming
Joined On 5/20/2021 10:53:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hope they sue the pants off Warren.
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malan43
Joined On 2/18/2017 6:57:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was unaware that Warren was a physician and could make these claims. Oh, wait . . . She's NOT a physician! So I would also go after

her for giving her professional medical advice as she's practicing medicine without a license.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am keeping my Pngers crossed , hoping for a positive outcome and wishing you the best of luck. This will be a case where we all will

be able to see how far corruption in our legal system has gone.
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SkyeCybele
Joined On 8/15/2010 12:12:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Incredible! I donated!
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elwolf101
Joined On 10/21/2008 9:21:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren:  'I call heaven and earth as a witness against you. Thus far you have gone and no further'.
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blissninny
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:33:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yay! following in the great footsteps of ICAN?! you go!!! thank you for your courage!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:41:47 AM
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busygalincal
Joined On 2/6/2016 12:24:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Donated to OCA! I've donated to them before. A great organization. You go get 'em Dr. Mercola. Glad you are Pghting back.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:41:17 AM
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missfortieshotmail.com
Joined On 10/15/2011 9:10:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations and many thanks to Dr. Mercola, OCA and RFK for your courage and willingness to defend our rights! Praying for

everyone.  Just donated and bought the book
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ChristinaB
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:56:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you, you're an American Hero Dr. Mercola and I support you! You have helped keep me healthy for over 20 years! Keep Pghting,

don't ever give up!!! We've already won, a little longer and they will go under forever. THANK YOU!
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Cathy Chap
Joined On 4/19/2008 11:45:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just purchased to support you. thank you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:40:24 AM
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cam3525
Joined On 8/3/2021 9:21:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EXCELLENT!!!! I hope you are suing her for everything she's got.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:38:53 AM
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vratliff
Joined On 3/15/2010 5:30:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, hooray to you for doing this!  Aided by collaborators in Congress like Elizabeth Warren, our chief health care agencies and

oEcials along with technocrats have gutted the Constitution and sought to lead America and the world - against all valid science - into

a grand design for humanity several magnitudes more horriPc than that realized by the Third Reich - as diabolical and unthinable as that

was.  All of their backs must be broken.  I am so grateful to you, RFK and the great folks at Children's Health Defense , Dr. Simone Gold

and America's Frontline Doctors, Dr. Peter McCullough, Sayer G, the many other scientists, physicians, and groups for your courage,

leadership, and ongoing provision of truthful information in this David vs. Goliath battle.  

Those in Congress who have aided and abetted this effort with their personal gutting of the Constitution and calls for censureship need

to be held accountable and shown for what they have done in the full light of day so all Americans can see.  Litigation is a major means

to do this.   We need our own Nuremburg trials and a totally new platform for health care in which current, bankrupt agencies and

personnel play no role.  Thank you for being one of physicians, scientists, science journalists, etc., who have supplied the scientiPc,

behavioral, educational, and institutional basis for a totally different, truly healing platform that is very achievable.  That is the great

hope of this time and conlict.  Thank you again.
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hvhy.org
Joined On 6/3/2012 1:28:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great job. Thank God for you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:33:43 AM
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dreampie
Joined On 11/26/2017 1:21:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You show them! Dr. Mercola, you put your money where your mouth is, every time. Thank you for your great courage and commitment

for the good of humanity worldwide. You set a precedence. We will all support you all the way in any way we can.
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drchuck48
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:21:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "WOKE" beatdown has begun across the country. Go get her.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:15:40 AM
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sallymek
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:22:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. mercola has stood up for us. Where can we contribute to his legal funds to support him now!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:12:37 AM
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Malta12
Joined On 8/2/2011 9:07:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thank my "lucky stars" every day that I found Dr. Mercola almost 15 years ago.  He has profoundly changed my life and helped me

improve every aspect of my being. I applaud his campaign and wish him great success in his pursuit to speak the truth and defend our

First Amendment Rights.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 9:12:04 AM
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The_Bro
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:22:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was so wondering when this day would come; for many years I must admit to "leaching" the nutrients from the many articles in Dr.

Mercola's newsletters (more so over the past 20 months), and couldn't wait for the time when COVID-19-related issues would be

escalated to the judicial side -- I'm conPdent this will be a harbinger... Well, I've made my OCA contribution and can only Pnish up this

post with an encouraging chant of: GO, Team, GO!
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FullOfHealth
Joined On 3/18/2008 9:09:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for all of you!  Thank you for continuing to speak up against this abuse of power and democracy.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 8:56:12 AM
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Oldrndirt
Joined On 11/8/2021 8:44:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sen Warren has demonstrated that she is on the dole for big pharma. Similar to the recent 13 Republicans RINO's that voted instep with

Dems on the insane infrastructure bill, it's not hard to determine the true turncoat colors of these unAmerican actors. Looking forward

to Dr Mercola's lawsuit putting Warren in her rightful place, as well as the 2022 elections doing the same for the RINO's and out of

control Dems....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 8:52:25 AM
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry to say this but mRNA gene therapies are putting more people in ICUs than ever. In Belgium, almost 100% of people in ICU are

vaccinated patients.  https://youtu.be/1vUJKgtinvg   Unfortunately, this is just the beginning... mRNA alternative splicing anomalies are

to follow soon, including cancer and other serious neurological and vascular diseases...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 8:49:08 AM
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JustinSturz
Joined On 7/30/2008 6:38:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Left is showing its true colors more every day.  Trump was a distraction.  The REAL issue is freedom vs. tyranny, and the Left is on

the side of tyranny.  Fake "president" Biden is the REAL dictator here.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/8/2021 8:46:21 AM
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How ironic that Sen. "Pocahontas" Warren falsely accuses Dr. Mercola of "false and misleading information" when she, herself, falsely

and misleadingly claimed to be an Indian so as to get preferential treatment.  The audacity of the Left never ceases to amaze me!
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, We support your Pght. We have to Pght the Cancer that exists in the WH.
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alehar
Joined On 7/20/2009 7:40:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren and her ilk are our of their frikkin minds. This has without a  doubt been hastened by Big Pharma and CCP. The

Corruption and $elling out of America is evident. Just ordered Dr. Mercolas book from Chelsea publishing.
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weathertitehotmail.com
Joined On 4/10/2021 8:18:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am on the last few pages of 'The Truth About Covid 19' and I would like to recommend it highly to EVERYONE. I have learned many

things that I'd only suspected and have bookmarked many pages for future reference. Ms. Liawatha Warren is a dyed-in-the-wool

Communist hiding behind the Bernie Sanders Socialist lie and I believe you will prevail in your suit and expose even more globalist

perPdy. Loyal Supporter, David Gignac
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gypsygram
Joined On 8/16/2020 3:43:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola you are a wonderful HUMAN BEING! I am inspired by you daily! I Prst found you looking for UVB, as I knew how badly I had

to get sunlight for my health. I have proven over and over how it helps me especially moving back to my Birth Country Canada, where I

came back from the USA in 2005  to meet family, as Canada separated me and my siblings! I was diagnosed with terminal metastatic

breast cancer in Jan 2020, they gave me 6 months. I had no surgery and I am 100% pHARMa FREE! I am still going strong at 67 and

determined to see my Family 4 sons and grands and meet my great granddaughter, they closed the border on my Birthday and I have

been waiting patiently... Well today they OPEN THE BORDERS and I can't go because I  AM NOT VAXXED will NEVER ALLOW ANYTHING

pHARMa in me. My Nurse Practitioner has been informed of that..

I am considering Pling my own lawsuit here in Canada.. British Columbia took my Birth Mothers rights and all they had to do was put an

ad in the NEWSPAPER 3 days and Canada gave me away! I have so much energy in me I am messing up my electricity.. Never did I thin I

would see ANYTHING LIKE THIS! WE MUST FIGHT FOR OUR FREEDOM NOW..  THANKS FOR ALL OF YOU AND THE COMMENTS MORE

THAN YOU KNOW MANY OF YOU HAVE HELPED ME! HEALING CANCER NATURALLY! KEEP YOUR EFFING JAB FROM ME! LIVING LIFE

NATURALLY THE WAY IT WAS MEANT TO BE
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jsmauldin
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:01:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like much of the system, it is old and needs to be replaced with special emphasis to those that have outlived their past value.
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0311Boston
Joined On 5/23/2014 9:20:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren's entry into the literary world, "Pow Wow Chow Cookbook" only became popular after her false claim of Indian heritage

came out. All three of her recipes were plagiarized, often word for word; one from the NY Times.

elizabethwarrenwiki.org/pow-wow-chow-cookbook
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pocahontas should have “Misinformation” tattooed on her forehead
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go get her, Doc!!!!!! You've been a topic of discussion, with regards to you taking down your stuff, within 48 hours of publishing. It was

the opinion of all that you should NOT do that. NEVER give these criminals an inch! I was said that you should 'Double Down'.....and even

start SEVERAL MORE website to counter these attacks.
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Mir8672
Joined On 10/22/2020 1:36:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for addressing this speciPc type and other types of misinformation about veriPable and incredibly important information on

a wide range of topics about COVID and vaccines for the public. As you stated, amount of actual misinformation is becoming insanely

dangerous! I made a modest donation and I hope others will too. This issue is spreading into too many realms in what used to be a

fairly normal way of life. It has the potential to go even further beyond our worst nightmares.
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truthmom
Joined On 11/8/2021 8:29:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo!
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doreenbol
Joined On 3/31/2011 4:55:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANK YOU for your leadership and strength to Pght for freedom and truth Dr Mercola! I will dePnitely contribute to support all those on

the front lines of this Pght worldwide and especially here in the US. This is our turn to be the greatest generation and to Pght against

tyranny. You have my Pnancial and prayer support!
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richmary
Joined On 5/23/2009 5:04:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As you should, Dr. Mercola.  Elizabeth Warren is a corrupt fraud.  She is part of the swamp. I pray that your case is heard by an honest

judge and not a swamp judge.  Warren is pure evil.
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Shadow45
Joined On 11/8/2021 8:22:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In keep wit *** tradition  pocahontas along wit the alcoholic communist dumorat piglosi and da communist dumorat Chinese soros

agent dwarf fauci, need to be burned at da stake
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sallybreck
Joined On 4/4/2018 12:38:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We sure hope Dr Mercola wins this suit

❣❣❣
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aemish
Joined On 8/4/2010 6:31:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YESSS!!!!  Go with God, Dr Mercola!!
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YESSS!!!!  Go with God, Dr Mercola!!
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mark locascio
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:40:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola is an amazing doctor and patriot, and with his help prolonged my brother's life for almost 20 years. I think along with this

lawsuit, Dr Mercola should address that this experimental drug, which they call a "vaccine", is by dePnition not a vaccine at all.

Webster's dePnition: "A preparation of a weakened or killed pathogen, such as a bacterium or virus, or of a portion of the pathogen's

structure that upon administration to an individual stimulates antibody production or cellular immunity against the pathogen but is

incapable of causing severe infection." This drug is not a weakened or killed pathogen. What vaccine ever made requires multiple shots,

or boosters after six months? The democrat marxists have been lying for decades about every one of their failed policies, and Biden's

so called election and this Chinese virus top the long lists of their lies and failures.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I actually bought the book because of this woman's rubbish .  I had not really intended to as am totally fed up with all covid stuff,  nearly

two years is ENOUGH of depressing info whether true or not. I thought it would go up in value if banned.   But I have the book and may

read it in about ten years if I haven't died of old age by then,  by then it will be history.  I wonder where will the world be????? God

knows!! Go for it Dr. Mercola,  sue her and win!  Jennifer
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You sound as wise as Dr. Mercola - "I wonder", "God knows".  Different words but the same mindset.  As he states in his

complaint, he's careful to make it clear there is much we cannot be certain of, and he doesn't claim certainty where it's

unwarranted. I wonder too.  Better stock up on popcorn, it will probably get scarce, if you know what I mean.
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola!!! You've been Pghting the good Pght for a long time now. I hope you have the best legal representation in the US

and that you've picked a court that will give you a fair hearing. Pocahontas is one of the worst 'leaders' this country has. She needs to

be punished severely. I hope you can win punitive damages that severely diminishes her illegally gotten personal fortune.
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Laraemuss
Joined On 12/14/2009 11:28:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola...love and prayers for you.  Thank you for your efforts in giving us information to use in our lives to stay healthy.
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mike.owen1gmail.com
Joined On 3/29/2021 3:17:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on ya,  need to destroy these sick twisted evil men, ruin their polical careers, take their corruption money away and put them

where they belong and deprive them of any freedom.
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lmw6469
Joined On 8/3/2018 8:40:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Warren like other government oEcials has no regard for the US Constitution or for truth. She has proven herself a liar when she claimed

American Indian status to benePt herself as a minority in order to secure a teaching position at Harvard. A liar cannot recognize truth as

their view is a lie. It will be interesting to see if she will be held accountable for her lies or if the wagons will form a protective circle

around her.
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pzdrake
Joined On 6/3/2011 10:20:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m sorry you all are even going through this. But, I suspect I speak for thousands of others when I say, go get ‘em and win this Pght!

God bless your efforts.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m frankly at a loss to read so many folks here were so enamored if Elizabeth Warren who has been a proven liar on many fronts and is

the banner child of socialusm - after AOC of course!
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mario777
Joined On 11/8/2021 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you post or give us a link to a copy of the complaint Pled in your lawsuit so we can read it
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DwayneOxford
Joined On 6/25/2009 4:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GOOD! Labeling TRUTH as "misinformation" is CRIMINAL!!
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raynetherwood
Joined On 11/17/2020 10:31:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May Fauxcahontis be sued into the poor house …. This socialist lying hunk of excrement has no place in the US Senate.
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resonnant
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is great! haha
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nan6449
Joined On 11/11/2018 10:26:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!!! She's not the only one who should be sued.  With every death, a lawsuit should be Pled!
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MAR746294
Joined On 3/21/2016 9:53:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The censorship of the "pandemic" and the so called "vaccine" has been a nightmare. The blackouts and lies have brainwashed normally

clear thinking people. The heroes among us who speak out have been ridiculed and taken off social media. Thank you is not enough Dr.

Mercola. God bless you and all the others who are trying to save us.
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MK3140
Joined On 2/1/2021 10:13:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good luck Dr. Merkola. Your suit just might force these yahoos to tell the truth. On another note, perhaps you could at some point create

a book that includes all your past esays so we can all keep a record of your excellent advice and information. I regret not downloading

each article because they are the best source of health information in an age where doctors and public health communities are outright

 lying or misinforming their patients by their silence. I gave my family doctor a link to David Martin's excellent work and never heard

another word on the subject. We are being betrayed by the people we should be able to trust the most.
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ALPERKINS55
Joined On 11/8/2021 6:50:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so happy to hear that you all are going after senator Warren. In case you never heard this, Dr Fauci, back in September of 2020,

was asked by the actress, Jennifer Garner, asked him how he stayed healthy and protected himself and he claimed he takes vitamin D &

C.  I ask, why this statement was NEVER repeated!!! Hippocrates!
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saying (your quote) A recent systematic review of the literature concluded that ‘blood vitamin D status can determine the risk of being

infected with COVID-19, seriousness of COVID-19, and mortality from COVID-19. Therefore, maintaining appropriate levels of Vitamin D

through supplementation or natural methods ... is recommended for the public to be able to cope with the pandemic.’ IS NOT SAYING

VITAMIN D prevents covid. It is stating that it's a recommended and potential assist to help in preventing covid. It's kind of like saying,

"If you don't drive drunk, it will help prevent you from dying in a car accident"  it is NOT saying staying sober is a cure all for auto

accidents. They're taking Dr. Mercola's words and twisting and turning them to whatever they want. (giving credit where it is due, I see

both sides of the political forces doing this but that's an aside from Dr. Mercola and what I'm saying here)  WIN THIS FIGHT Mercola!
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resurgum
Joined On 8/9/2020 10:10:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The control of all the media is a long held claim expresed by the Bolsheviks and their Pnancial backers, who were their Pnancial

backers, the bankers! In a letter by Furstenberg to Raphael Scholan, one who became a Bolshevist commisaries in Soviet Russia?

Stockholm 21 1917 "To Mr Rapahel Scholan, Haparanda. Dear Comrade: The banking house of M.Warburg, opened an account for the

enterprise of Comrade Trotzky, upon receipt of a telegram from the Chairmanof the "Rhein-Westphalian Syndicate." A lawyer, probably

mr. Kerstroff, obtained ammunition and organized the transportation of same, together with that of the money, to Lulea and Vardo, the

Prm of Essen & Son, Lulea, as to the consignee and the conPdential persons to whom the sum demanded by Comrade trotzky is to be

handed. Fraternal greeting! (sgd) Furstenberg" As Dr Li-Meng Yan said, Maoism, communism, a Marxism, makes no difference, they all

iterations of the same thing, global tyranny of the most oppressive and ancient kind, in short, a criminal cartel who hate 90% of the

global population.
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Karenkroll
Joined On 11/2/2009 5:57:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that’s excellent I feel that Dr. Fauci, Joe Biden they should all be sued personally for crimes against humanity. I’m proud of you for

speaking the truth and helping all of us see the truth thank you.
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buy some copies of the Mercola book and donate them to your libraries.
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amhartmann
Joined On 1/9/2011 2:55:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo, Dr. Mercola et al for standing up to the tyranny!! This is another important step in the Pght for our constitutional rights! We

absolutely CANNOT let ourselves feel defeated or quit the battle, or we lose the United States and all that our forefathers fought to hard

to establish and to save. Let's go people!! We ALL must stand up and either spread the news to our unbelieving friends/family, support

organizations in the Pght with your hard-earned money, stand on street corners or take LEGAL ACTION. Or all of the above!! Go

America!!
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KKSNJWS
Joined On 4/7/2011 1:53:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We as AMERICANS have to have a MASS Non compliance for this to work. Thank you Dr. Mercola for all that you do. Praying for your

way before you to be cleared and that anyone coming against you that there knees will bow and confess and that there evilness will be

exposed and brought to justice.
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pienbosch
Joined On 3/23/2011 6:33:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for taking a leading role in this incredible situation, the lies and tyranny are still continuing but hopefully will be stopped soon

as more people becoming aware of the blatant deception of our "Trusted Healthcare System. .
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Inthistogether
Joined On 8/24/2017 7:33:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every day, the Prst thing I do when I wake up is read Dr. Mercola's newsletter. And all I can say is that Pnally, some good news! It's been

doom and gloom for so long. I've had enough of ignorant people telling us what to do and how to do it, especially bought and paid for

politicians. What happened to them working for us? Thank you to Dr. Mercola and Robert F. Kennedy Junior for being champions of the

cause.
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mar938444
Joined On 7/20/2015 8:54:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm glad to hear. Tired of politicians getting away with their lies. Long ago she claimed she was part Indian to get a position at Harvard,

causing other legitimate candidates to be denied the opportunity.  In a sense that's theft of both Harvard and the qualiPed candidates,

too. I hope you get a judge with integrity.
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola.  I are prepared to Pnd a spot in the wilderness and hide from our tyrannical government rather that take the

death shot.  The government is asking us to commit suicide by agreeing to take those poison death shots.  Government needs to follow

the law.
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katblough
Joined On 12/31/2012 8:26:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for taking this stand… it’s for all of us!
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ElMinetero
Joined On 10/8/2010 7:29:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bought the book when it was released. ALL politicians are bought-and-paid-for lackeys of the coporate Elite.
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mev9830
Joined On 12/28/2020 5:19:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I completely support your appropriate, legal, response! Thank you for being a light in the midst of the current darkness!!
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good!!! I’m so glad to hear you are Pghting back Dr Mercola! Hopefully the truth will be able to come out for everyone to decide for

themselves instead of not being given the chance. 

🙏💪
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Dr Mercola. I hope you win your case. I hope it makes her keep her mouth shut about things she knows nothing about.
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tin2446
Joined On 2/21/2019 7:51:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This goes so much further than a single lawsuit.  It is our future and literally our lives here at stake.   Ever hear the expression no good

deed goes unpunished?   Well, we are seeing it every day in this sadly corrupt country the USA.   While we were sleeping, busy doing our

lives, being complacent many times when we should of been suiting up and showing up for elections, protests, defending those in need.

 

While we were sleeping China took over our country. They now own 80 percent of even our news.  They are the cog behind the wheel.

 When your mouth drops open when you hear or see another atrocity, another bill passed, another person prosecuted or killed and

condoned by what we thought was a government that protected us, just realize that it is not going to get better unless we take a stand

next to those taking a stand.  You can do something, there is no such thing as I can't, I have to work, I am to old, I can't get there.

The internet is still (maybe not for long) but a way to get heard.   I have been banned 15 times this year alone on FB and good friends

actually jailed for groups they started.   But they are not giving in.  We the People of the United States of America do count.  You can rig

all the elections, and they all are.. you can try to force us into Jabbing our children, Pre us, beat us, jail us, but you cannot break us.

People in history have given their lives defending our God-given rights alone and we cannot let them take away one more of our

American Rights either.   Sign the petition get it out there for others to sign that is called suiting up and showing up, and then do it again

tomorrow.   Our complacency and ignorance for not searching for the truth have brought us right where they knew we would go.  Don't

prove them right its not to late. www.facebook.com/.../WalkAwayChina
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Dr. Mercola for Pghting for us against does who lie to us and would do us harm either by ignorance or intentionally. Mostly

probably the latter. It angers me that some government oEcials and the media would put our lives in jeopardy for their own agenda.

Keep Pghting the good Pght. May these perpetrators get what they deserve.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sleaze balls who Pnanced Gain of Function and the sleaze balls attempting to silence those not part of the bio weapons push by

scum in the US government, will hopefully meet with an embolism soon. Just like the total shits in the UK's tory government, full of

sleaze bag scum, with a Johnson at the top. Best of luck with bringing this Warren ass to book, she and all the vile ilk deserve to be in

jail.
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a Native American she has special insight into medicinal plants and what not.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clearly no using any insight at all.
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ann5842
Joined On 2/26/2016 12:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good luck Dr Mercola.  People with your courage and integrity make the world a better place. Shari Markson author of "What really

happened in Wuhan", published September 2021, will address members of the US Congress for thirty minutes via video link on Tuesday,

6.30 am Australian Eastern Standard Time. I was concerned when I read the BMJ article 2nd November 2021, "COVID-19  RESEARCHER

BLOWS THE WHISTLE ON DATA INTEGRITY ISSUES IN PFIZER'S VACCINE TRIAL". The whistle blower who was dismissed has evidence.

Who would have a PPzer vaccine, let alone children! How could the vaccine have been given emergency approval!!

www.bmj.com/.../bmj.n2635
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CarlShaw
Joined On 8/25/2019 7:23:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fantastic news. Am so pleased to hear such positive action being taken. All my best wishes are behind this and I hope and expect to

hear of many future positive developments in this crime against humanity that is being conducted.
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GreyhoundGlenn
Joined On 6/7/2020 7:51:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't do a lot for you from over here in Oz except cheer you on and pray for you Dr Mercola
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Firegirrrrrl
Joined On 3/6/2021 8:27:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While there is SO much popularity of the Avengers movies,..... I can't help but think after reading this AMAZING article....we have our

own REAL LIFE Avengers right in front of us!  RFKJr and Mercola AND their teams!!!!  Bad ass!!!  Share the article!!!  Donate!!!! Support

our REAL heros!!!!!!
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T147315
Joined On 9/24/2021 8:27:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola and your patriots who support you. I write to suggest that you try to get Dr David Malone to sign on to your

lawsuit.
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zin7484
Joined On 7/2/2019 1:07:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Dr Mercola. Elizabeth Warren, what a loser. I guess she is done faking her identity, now she goes after the free speech. I

cannot even stand seeing her on TV- I will pray that you win this one. Love from  Toronto ( we are in jail here) - not allowed to leave the

country if unvaccinated. All the best!
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been WAITING to hear news that Dr. Mercola has a lawsuit because of him being lied on. This is GREAT news and hope Dr.

Mercola has a REALLY BIG SUCESSFUL result and anyone else that has a lawsuit like this that will make other politicians that would

take our freedoms away think twice! And make no mistake those politicians are on BOTH sides. Just look at the ones on both sides that

voted for The Patriot Act!
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! I have been waiting for this. It’s past time people started taking these tyrants to court. You have my support.
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excom_
Joined On 8/21/2021 3:33:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pocahantas Calling out someone else’s veracity?  That takes a special kinda messed up thinking .  Dr. Mercola , I can only appreciate

your articles every day.  I thank you over and over again for helping me to  see through the misinformation and outright lies surrounding

us.  I consider the FDA and the likes of the CDC , and most associated with them as Demonic.  I and many others pray for you daily.

 May God bless you and yours eternally.
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roy898866
Joined On 10/19/2020 12:25:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is the donate button for all who want to help. donate.organicconsumers.org/.../1
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go for it Dr Mercola even though i live  in the uk i am rooting for you and president trump and all the white hats much love to all, but do

be carefull these bastards dont play nice even though they have already lost as more and more people are indeed waking up.
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good GOING doc!! Send her THIS to! FDA Documents Show CV19 Vax Produces a Bioweapon, Karen Kingston

speakingaboutnews.com/fda-documents-show-cv19-vax-produces-a-bioweapon..  And this; "Video showing CLEARLY how PPzer has

become one of the MOST EVIL Corporations in the WORLD, how they almost LITERALLY Control the MEDIA, stories of HORRIFIC

VACCINE INJURIES and DEATH, How they're BULLYING the WORLD into taking their Poison DEATH SHOTS in what the Indian media

Correctly calls VACCINE TERRORISM!!" rumble.com/vovtxl-media-prostitutes-do-as-they-told-horriPc-vaccine-i..
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roy898866
Joined On 10/19/2020 12:25:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brilliant. Let’s all get behind this.  We’re ver happy to help and donate to this wonderful organisation, before our free speech, good food

and healthy lifestyle ends for good.  I’m in the UK and it’s disappearing very fast before our eyes.  I can’t believe how fearful everyone is.

So quick to believe a lie broadcast loud enough so it must be true.  What happened to independent thought, and checking the facts?

Thank you Dr. Mercola and Dr. Simone Gold from America's Frontline doctors, for standing up for our rights.  We are with you all the way.
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mamakiti
Joined On 3/22/2008 7:53:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did Mengele reincarnate as Fauci?
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phi9019
Joined On 8/11/2016 1:56:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liz W, the fake Indian, she admitted and confessed her lie or fabrication of native american ancestry during her presidential campaign.

 Liz is spreading more lies. Don't believe she crafted any part of the referenced letter, her letter writer should also be sued, both not that

bright.
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utc44hotmail.com
Joined On 11/8/2021 3:40:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr Mercola, your a wonderful doctor who helped me many years ago to go organic,encouraging all the way. Youre a true Gentleman

and friend.
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suekelly
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fantastic! Time you seriously fought back. Enough is enough. From the UK.
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Dumbuklawyer
Joined On 11/8/2021 1:30:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent news! Hope all goes well with the lawsuit. Thank you Dr Mercola for all you do.
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It always bothers me to see people like Mercola and RFK Jr  say that they're not "anti-vax". Why aren't you?   That means you're still

being fooled, or worse, that you say it because you're calculating how people will react to what you say rather than because you believe

it. The guy who put together the site whale.to  shows the data taken from the british empire's archives which proves that vaccines have

been a hoax from the beginning. I'd like to see you people who say you are not anti-vax defend those beliefs as well as whale.to shows

them to be 240 year old trauma-based mind control.

I challenge anybody reading this here to go read about the smallpox hoax on whale.to and tell me how it is that I've been fooled, given

that I believe the exact opposite of what you all believe. Smallpox was eradicated by Thomas Crapper who taught humanity how not to

eat where we ***. Simple enough.  don't eat ***!  That this wisdom is overlooked and misinterpreted as a reason to bypass nature and

inject poison into the veins of children and that you're not denouncing it speaks honestly and cruelly of your own incapacity for critical

thinking. When you want to rid the world of a plague, you have to get it all out.  Some is not enough.
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acx4
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is the link to the lawsuit?  Can someone please share.  Thank You.
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jdhunt1288
Joined On 10/17/2012 11:11:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can someone send me "Why Millions will Regret Getting the jab"?   Did anyone save it as PDF? Just curious.  I missed the 24 hour

window.  jdhunt1288@hotmail.com
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leguponwild1
Joined On 10/15/2010 12:53:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After at least ten years and probably more, I am suddenly not receiving Dr. Mercola's email. How do I get this corrected? Btw, I never

liked Warren and always assumed she was a liar due to claims of being of American Indian descent. This is the lie that enabled her to

be selected to be a Harvard Law professor.
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He who pays the piper, calls the tune (Re Judges and The Law) Good Luck Dr. Mercola I suggest my free salt water cure which is 100%

effective against Coronavirus, long before Covid anything otherwise occurs:  Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table or

sea salt in a mug of warm water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful up your nose, spitting out anything which comes down

into your mouth. If sore, then you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night, or more often if you want, until the soreness goes

away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose and lush away, washing your hands afterwards, until when you do my simple cure, you

don't have any soreness at all, when you lush - job done. Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in

your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too.

Gargling, using saline solution or tablets is a waste of time, because they deal with Covid in the body and not the virus in the head,

where it is at its most vulnerable - how silly such an easy thing to destroy, is left to become the bio-weapon which kills you. I have been

doing this for over 27 years and not one person has died from this simple cure, or been injured from it from those I have been able to

pass it on too, myself included - 100% Effective!!.

The Iodine in the salt kills Coronavirus or the Flu, in the nasal passages of the head and lushes out the escutcheon tubes to the ears,

the brain stem and the brain bulb, so no long Covid either - dead Coronavirus = no Covid in the body ever and the salt water provides a

protection over the surfaces where Coronavirus and the Flu like to breed - pour a bit of solution on a lat surface and see how it dries -

what viruses hate, because it murders them, kills them dead. Irrespective of if you have been vaccinated or not, do my simple, free cure

and avoid further booster shots if you can - or better yet, don't get vaccinated at all. Richard
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do it once a day, and so far, no sickness. Thank You!  P.S. I boil the water and usually don't get to it until it is cold. Is that ok?
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rinske
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:24:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Richard,  You are right. And thanks. My dad used this treatment every time he had a cold - or when he felt one coming on.

He was born in 1927 in a Dutch farmer village. Old school. He passed in 2016. Hearth attack after being partially paralyzed

during an accident and having become inactive and overweight. This snorting method worked for him. Almost always immediate

relieve. I am 67 - took grains out of my diet years ago and I fast 16 hrs per day (both as suggested by Dr Mercola). I also eat no

night shades.  I lost 40 LBS Never had a cold or illness since. Did not take the C19 jab either.  It doesn't legally qualify to be called

a vaccination - just a name/way for pharma to avoid liability.  I did buy the book - well wishes to Cummins, Kennedy and Mercola.

Rinske
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poshest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:34:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On a related topic, it puzzles me why Dr M has removed this site from Google results. I used to think that it was an egregious

censorship by Google, but in fact mercola.com carries this in its code which asks Google not to index it. meta name="googlebot"

content="noindex"
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't have any problem with duck duck go ... but google won't give me any of the same information, within several networks... I

don't have access anymore through google to my "antivax" sites (networks for parents with vaccine inj'd children) - at Prst they

were pushed down and I would have to scroll and scroll to reach them ... and now they're just gone.   I'm thinking the 'powers that

be' might have more power with this?  idk?  But Mercola.com does come up with duck duck.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

poshest and others - with reference to google: I live in the UK. At the weekend some guy came to the door asking to do a survey.

He said: "Would you want to earn ukp20  a month from google?" me: "No! I HATE google!" him: "Oh.. lots of people are telling me

that..." and walked off. Encouraging news I say.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would anyone be using Google to search for anything? Google is nothing by a spy operation.
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“They make ready their tongue like a bow, to shoot lies; it is not by truth that they triumph a in the land. They go from one sin to another;

they do not acknowledge me,..” [Jeremiah 9:3]
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que1888
Joined On 8/3/2015 3:42:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates has another son...Jeff Ross.   He founded DefCon Voting Machine Village, and.....he's a professional hacker.....into US

elections.   That's what this company does, it hacks our elections.  Breaking news over on Infowars and Stew Peters.  Will come out in a

few months most likely.  Big bombshell stuff.  He sits on every Cabal board association and company known it man.  OMG!  His

nickname on the internet is Dark Tangent.  Research my friends, and spread.
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holbr148
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:31:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Washington DC was built on seven hills & the original name of the town was Rome Maryland & the man’s name who established the

town was Francis Pope
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch   Hertz Customers Arrested for Auto Theft in Rental Cars "Hertz says that "virtually" all of the 165 claimaints

have no case." Steve Lehto
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The unvaxed denied life-saving medical care on Colorado:

freedomheadlines.com/freedom-wire/unprecedented-and-unconstitutional-g..   If this unconstitutional law is allowed to stand, we are

no longer a nation of laws.  We lose more rights daily as it is...
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GreenBacker
Joined On 6/29/2021 8:14:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, Doc. Even my heroes, occasionally, fail the opening COVID test - that, of origin.. Which is "Natural Origin versus

Human-engineered Origin""?? Get that, Doc?  Stick with the origin, until that is settled, because only by knowing the origin can we deal

with the next question. We are not contemplating Natural origin versus Lab-leak theory. NOT THAT! First we 'settle' the origin - if we can

- it's either human-engineered, or magic. THEN, we settle the next question - how did the originators manage to get the virus

Planet-bound?? I promise. It DID NOT accidentally leak from a lab and yet almost immediately become globally widespread. But that is

another story.

I really thought that a substantive cadre of Mercola-Cummins-Kennedy students, like myself, could see through the 'original-choice'

facade - being that the only choices were either a Zoonotic beginning (in circulation) , or a Lab-leak beginning, again in 'acceptance of'

the 'immediate' global circulation of the virus. Lots of failures abound. I accept them from the ignoramuses at CNN and the

propagandists at FDA, but I always hope on these pages to see the needed Push-back on the lab-leak theory option. And so I will.

Lab-leak is not yet on the table, and it can never be addressed, until we Prst resolve from where CV-19 originated. Thanks. A huge fan.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you have a better suggestion on where the virus came from? We know it came from Wuhan. We know there's a Level-4 Lab

bioweapons lab in Wuhan that does GOF research on BAT CORONAVIRUSES. Anyone with half a brain would immediately assume

that this virus probably came from that lab. It was probably part of a GOF research study that leaked. We also know that several

Chinese scientists in that lab fell ill with lu-like symptoms just 2 months prior to China alerting the world.

Then there's the fact that the Sars-cov-2 virus can't infect a bat. If this so-called "bat virus" jumped from bats to humans then it

would still be able to infect a bat. If you believe it might have jumped to another species before jumping to humans there should

be dead animals to show for that. There are no species of animals in Wuhan that have had a sudden die-off. Then theres the

scientiPc evidence that shows that this virus didn't mutate naturally. It has DNA from HIV in it.  So all of the stars and planets are

aligning and show that this virus was man made and leaked from a lab.
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola's team: I was prepared to donate to OCA, but when I discovered that your donation process required me to give my personal

information, such as home address, etc,, I deleted my basic information, including my credit card number and backed out. The personal

information (home address, phone number, and shipping address) should be only for donors who expect gifts to be sent (to those who

give $50 or more), as was indicated by OCA's checkout page! I guess OCA's is revealing that donations less than $50 are not

appreciated. Too bad.
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markmd63
Joined On 8/25/2021 10:44:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not donating until I know what OCA means; I very much hate acronyms ! How about instead of saying vitamin D, say VD. Don't be so

lazy and spell use words.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uhhh, here's a quote from the 2nd paragraph:  "Warren speciPcally singled out my book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” co-written

with Ronnie Cummins, founder and director of the Organic Consumers Association (OCA), as a prime example of “highly-ranked

and favorably-tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she wanted banned." I guess you

need to get that credit card out.
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tip: To Pnd the meaning or translation of an acronym, try using your Pnder search window by pressing Ctrl, then F, on your

keyboard, and typing in the acronym. That will take you to a sequence of numbered locations in the page; then just click on each

one until it takes you to the Prst mention of the acronym, which usually dePnes it. By the way, I am still not donating until I can do

it without having to give out more private information than necessary. The donate page seems to require full disclosure of my

contact information beyond my email address.
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